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festival basics
Run by the non-profit filmmakers
collaborative, FILMCO, the
trinidad+tobago film
festival (ttff) celebrates films
from and about the Caribbean
and its diaspora, as well as
world cinema, through an
annual festival and year-round
screenings. In addition, the ttff
seeks to facilitate the growth of
Caribbean cinema by offering
a wide-ranging industry
programme and networking
opportunities.
During these Covid-19 times, ttff
continues to develop creative
solutions to ensure that you, our
audiences, can feel safe and
comfortable while still being
able to watch excellent films you
won’t see anywhere else! This
year, both our film screenings
and programme of industry
events will be held online. Our
online schedule will comprise
daily premieres of films which
will be available only on the
premiere date and for 24 hours
from the time you start watching.
You can start watching the film at
any time (at your convenience)
on the premiere date. All online
films will be available through our
website, ttfilmfestival.com.

follow us:

tickets+passes

merchandise

Tickets and passes for online
screenings are available at
ttfilmfestival.com, and can
be paid for online via bank
transfer, Paypal or credit card,
or in person at our Jerningham
Avenue office with cash, LINX
or credit card.

Film festival merchandise is
available at the FILMCO
office in Belmont, and online
at ttfilmfestival.com and
@ttfilmfestival on Facebook.

ticket prices
• Tickets for the opening night
event and film screening cost
TT$55 or US$8
• Tickets for online screenings
cost TT$35 or US$5. There is
also a ‘five films for the price of
four’ pass, at a cost of TT$140
or US$20.

FILMCO office
22 Jerningham Ave
Belmont
Port of Spain
tel: (+)1.868.323.3228
(+)1.868.227.8458
web: ttfilmfestival.com

FILMCO team
interim executive director: Mariel Brown
finance coordinator: Gabriela Khoza
technical coordinator: Soraya Moolchan
industry programme coordinators: Catherine Emmanuel +
Teneille Newallo
social media coordinator: Neala Bhagwansigh
webmaster: Shaun Rambaran
graphic designer: Richard Mark Rawlins
new media curator: Melanie Archer
office administrator: Kamille-Ann Lynch-Griffith
programme assistant: Mikayla Almandoz
proofreader: Melissa Richards
administrative volunteers: Chelsea Bhajan, Molly Fawcett
and Catherine Sforza

sponsors+partners

online screenings
www.ttfilmfestival.com

Don’t forget, you can find
us at ttfilmfestival.com and
@ttfilmfestival online and on
our socials, we’re always here
to answer your questions!
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welcome
If 2020 was a horror film, then 2021 is its blockbuster
sequel!
When the 2020 edition of the trinidad+tobago film festival
was forced to go online, little did we know that it would be
preparing us for a long-haul existence in a new format. As we
produce our sixteenth edition of the festival, we are still in the
throes of the Covid-19 pandemic, with no indication of an
end in sight. As distressing as that may be, we can look back
on our 2020 efforts and be comforted by our achievements.
Ultimately, for ttff/20 we programmed 130 films from around
the Caribbean and our diaspora – including, for the first time,
a special category for student films.
The transition to online, as challenging as it may have been,
also allowed us to extend our reach into living rooms, studies
and bedrooms across the Caribbean, broadening our
audience base beyond what was possible with ‘in-person’
events. This digital outlet also allowed the impact of
the festival to be felt even beyond the traditional festival
timeframe. Our #WatchAMovieOnUs Carnival Edition
online streaming series brought much-needed entertainment
to Caribbean audiences that were still facing lockdowns, and
enabled Caribbean filmmakers to earn revenue for their work
at a time when all production activity had ceased. During the
series, Caribbean films with a Carnival focus (previous ttff
award winners and festival favourites) were streamed, free
of charge, to 10,000 viewers across the Caribbean, with
the reach of our social media promotion at 282,000 people.
Another innovation was our #curfewcinema screenings which
brought worldwide viewers a different Caribbean film every
Friday in July and August!
After significant involvement in the production of the
Carifesta Edition of the trinidad+tobago film festival in 2019,
the organising responsibilities for ttff/20 fell entirely to the
Filmmakers Collaborative of Trinidad and Tobago (FILMCO).
Founded in January 2017 by four filmmakers from Trinidad
and Tobago, FILMCO is a non-profit organisation formed out
of the shared belief that creative, audiovisual work has value
in terms of its ability to be a conduit to creative and artistic
expression. As a key objective, FILMCO advocates for the
recognition of film and television production as a legitimate
means of earning a livelihood and generating employment
– as it is elsewhere on the global stage. The union of
trinidad+tobago film festival and FILMCO is a match made in
heaven, and we hope it will be a boon to filmmakers and film
lovers locally and regionally.
Armed with the last year’s experience and given the current
situation locally, ttff/21 will be run entirely online. We have
expanded our programming committee to five members,
to build relationships with filmmakers, programmers,
international film festivals and film organisations to extend
the reach of Caribbean film and to enhance the breadth and
depth of the film offerings for this year’s festival. Based on
their work, ttff/21 is fortunate to be able to screen 115 films,
of which 46 are feature-length narrative and documentary
films.
The challenges of lockdown during the pandemic have
elevated the role of in-home, online entertainment. Audiences
are now more comfortable than ever accessing their visual
entertainment through online platforms. Our task now is to
create a taste for local and regional programming in an easily
accessible form, ultimately with the aim of having
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ttff/21 festival artist: Sheena Rose
viewers comfortable with using a paywall for access to
allow for income streams for our hard-working local and
regional filmmakers. People like seeing themselves, and we
have a golden opportunity to have Mr, Mrs, Miss and Master
Public see themselves on the screen. Our carefully curated
selection is geared to offer something for everyone!

Barbadian visual artist, Sheena
Rose, (b.1985) has a multidisciplinary practice which includes
painting, drawing, performance art,
new media works, public art, and
mixed media works. Sheena has
participated in numerous biennials,
museum and gallery shows, art fairs
etc, and her work is in regional and
international collections, including
that of tennis superstar, Venus
Williams.

We are especially proud this year to present a retrospective
of films by Trinidadian filmmaker, Horace Ové, including the
popular, “Playing Away”, and Ové’s love letter to Trinidad
carnival, “King Carnival”. Special thanks go out to the Ové
family and Annabelle Alcazar for their help with putting
together this special tribute to one of our most important
filmmakers.
Our 2021 Industry programme rosters 20+ events,
beneficial to filmmakers at all stages of their careers, and
we will be livestreaming many panels and presentations
on Facebook and YouTube to facilitate as wide an audience
as possible.
Being online again this year allows us to extend another
invitation to our Caribbean neighbours to join us to watch
films and to participate in our industry events.
It is a stark truth that the film festival business could not exist
without the financial assistance of sponsors and partners.
This year we are fortunate to have the National Gas Company
of Trinidad and Tobago (NGC) as our Signature sponsor.
We are grateful for the continuing support of Republic Bank
Limited and Shell Trinidad and Tobago Limited who return as
Leading sponsors. Our Contributing sponsors are National
Lotteries Control Board, and the Ministry of Tourism, Culture
and the Arts, with the Sport and Culture Fund (OPM) as
our Supporting sponsor. We also thank our programming
partners, FilmTT, the US Embassy, FIFAC, CinéMartinique
and the Mexican Embassy.
To our sponsors and partners, we applaud you for your
unstinting belief in the power of visual storytelling; its
importance in the documentation of human history and culture
and its role in passing our heritage to other generations and
sharing it with other cultures.
Our jury members, workshop facilitators, panellists and
presenters bring their expertise to the table as always, with
the aim of elevating the level of knowledge and raising the bar
on our capabilities! Thank you so much for giving of your time,
knowledge and passion.
Notwithstanding our online incarnation, our volunteers
continue to play an integral role in the success of the festival,
and we thank you for the work you do, your ready smiles
and your willingness to go the extra mile to see this labour
of love through. And finally, I would like to thank the hardworking team at FILMCO for their energy, commitment and
determination!

ttff/21 official artwork
“Monolithic” (2019)
40.64 x 32.38 cm

Sheena has been extensively
featured in the press and on book
covers. Notable press includes The
New York Times, Travel & Leisure
Magazine, Vogue. Book covers
include Robert & Christopher
Publishers’ See Me Here, and The
Star Side of Bird Hill written by
Naomi Jackson.
In 2019, Sheena created a
two-story mural at the InterAmerican Development Bank
headquarters in Washington DC.
Sheena also created a nine-foot
tall mural for “The Other Side of
Now”, an exhibition at the Perez Art
Museum Miami.
Sheena is a Fulbright Scholar and
holds an MFA in Studio Art from
the University of North Carolina at
Greensboro. In 2020, she received
the Greensboro School of Art
“Distinguished Alumni” award.
+++

It is therefore my singular pleasure to welcome each of you
to this year’s festival! We’ve worked hard to put together
an engaging catalogue of films and a world-class industry
programme of panels, presentations, workshops and
masterclasses! Join us at www.ttfilmfestival.com for
ttff/21 to watch lots of movies and to get to know some of
the movers and shakers in local, regional and global visual
storytelling!
Derwin Howell
Chairman/ FILMCO

ttfilmfestival.com 5
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ttff developmental programmes

special programmes

the youth jury
Under the mentorship of film critic and ttff/21 festival
programmer, BC Pires, the Youth Jury allows young people
to take part in reasoned, if passionate, debate about film.
Many jury members have gone on to study film at university
and several now work in the industry. The Youth Jury has
proved to be a gateway and developmental path for young
future film industry professionals.
Though all they are doing is “watching movies”, the Youth
Jury is a training exercise for adult life in the truest sense:
jurors attend screenings together, compare notes and
assess one another’s opinions – and then sit together
in respectful, if even occasionally heated, discussion,
championing their own favourites until reasoned argument
and controlled passion arrive at a solid, defensible position.
Following a national call, the jurors were selected on the
basis of the strength of their applications. The Youth Jury
views and considers for award recognition, films which focus
on young protagonists dealing with coming-of-age issues,
challenges and triumphs.
special programmes
#watchamovieonus carnival edition
With the support of NGC, FILMCO was able to further
build on the WatchAMovieOnUs brand by presenting the
WAMOU Carnival Edition through the trinidad+tobago
film festival. Our team curated a series of Carnival-centric
films, based loosely around the chronology of Trinidad and
Tobago’s annual celebrations. Films which explored or
featured stick-fighting, blue devil mas, calypso, soca and
pan, as well as pretty mas were included in the series.
This iteration of WAMOU was a global affair, with all the
films available to anyone, anywhere in the world. From 7–14
February 2021, ttff streamed 10 trinidad+tobago film festival
favourites for FREE, all you need here: ttfilmfestival.com.
Films were made available to viewers around the world for
24 hours each (midnight to midnight).
In all, there were close to 10,000 views of the films, with
reach on social media at 282,000 people.
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Presented with the support of the National
Gas Company of Trinidad and Tobago (NGC),
this year’s retrospective seeks to honour
and celebrate the work of vanguard director
and photographer, Horace Ové, with online
screenings of some of his most recognised
and important films: “Baldwin’s Nigger”, “King
Carnival”, “Pressure”, “Playing Away”, “The Ghost
of Hing King Estate” and “Black Safari” (which
he didn’t direct but in which he had a starring
on-screen role).
With an impressive, groundbreaking body
of work, Horace Ové is the most important
filmmaker from Trinidad and Tobago and one
of the Caribbean’s masters. Ové was born in
Belmont, a cosmopolitan suburb of Port of Spain,
where he proudly proclaimed, “every colour, class,
creed and race lived side by side”. His early love of
film was nurtured by frequenting the local Olympic
cinema where he and his friends used to sit in the
cheapest pit seats, providing commentary and

interacting with the Hollywood stars on the screen,
often having seen the films a number of times. The
films used to break down and the members of pit
made sure to roundly heckle the projectionist.
Belmont was a centre for Carnival, and other
cultural activities, and Horace’s family was right
in the middle of it. In fact, Ové’s brother, Valmond,
played Nero in the Carnival band, “Imperial Rome”.
Ové carried this rich culture with him when, in
1960, as did many other West Indians, he left
Trinidad to live in England, the “mother country”.
He went to study painting, photography and interior
design but soon became involved with film. He
was an extra on the Hollywood epic, “Cleopatra”
(1963), but the film ran into major problems
forcing it to move location from London to Rome.
Ové travelled to Italy where he now played a
soldier rather than a slave. When the film wrapped
production, Ové stayed on in Italy, where he was
especially influenced by Fellini, but also by De
Sica, Rossellini and other members of the Italian
ttfilmfestival.com 7
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horace ové: a retrospective
Neorealist movement.
Returning to England, Ové went on to study
film at the London School of Film Technique.
He made his first film, “The Art of the Needle”
(1969), a short documentary about acupuncture
in Britain that was sponsored by the Acupuncture
Association. This proved to be the beginning of
a long and eclectic career in film and television,
mainly in Britain, but also in many other countries,
including the Caribbean. That same year he
directed “Baldwin’s Nigger”, featuring an exchange
between the American activist Dick Gregory, the
celebrated African American writer James Baldwin,
and a mainly black audience. They discussed
and compared the experiences of black people
in America and Britain during the Civil Rights
Movement and the turbulent 1960s. In 1970,
he directed another pioneering film, “Reggae”,
an exploration of the beginnings of the reggae
movement. This was the first film on the subject
directed by a black person from the Caribbean.
The centrepiece of the film is a concert at Wembley
stadium featuring Toots and the Maytals, Desmong
Dekker and others, while the film also questioned
the paradoxical involvement of white skinheads with
reggae music.
“The Black Safari” (1972) saw Ové in a different
role, that of presenter, in this parody of an African
safari where Ové, and his black colleagues, go on
an expedition in a canal boat looking for the “real”
England. The locals looked on in amazement.
“Playing Away” (1986), directed by Ové, explored
similar themes in an amusing look at culture shock
as a West Indian cricket team from Brixton is invited
to play a cricket match against a white village team,
to mark the conclusion of “Third World Week”.
With “King Carnival” (1973), Ové returned
to his roots, to film in Trinidad during Carnival
celebrations. The film explores the role of Carnival
in the society, and the influence of African cultural
traditions. It is by far the best of the number of films
made on the subject. However, his tour de force
was “Pressure” (1976). With a screenplay by famed
Trinidadian writer, Samuel Selvon, “Pressure”
was Ové’s first narrative feature film, and has the
distinction of being the first independent feature
film made in Britain by a Black director. The film
was controversial as it explored the racism and
xenophobia faced by West Indian immigrants and
8
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special programmes
their children (now first and second generation
British) in England – it was shelved for nearly three
years by its funders, the British Film Institute (BFI).
The timing and focus of the film were prescient:
within a few years of its release, the streets of
Brixton, Birmingham and Bristol exploded into riots,
as angry and disenfranchised members of the Black
British community took to the streets in protest
against police harassment and the contentious
‘sus’ laws related to stop and search.
Other films shot in the Caribbean included a mini
series for television, “The Orchid House” (1991)
produced by Ové and Annabelle Alcazar. Based on
a novel of the same name by Phyllis Shand Allfrey,
it was shot on location in Dominica and featured
a white plantation family witnessing the decline of
the British colonial order and the beginnings of the
independence movement. Back home in Trinidad,
Ové directed his last dramatic feature film “The
Ghost of Hing King Estate” (2009), produced by
Francis Escayg, and starring Wendell Manwarren
and Teri-Leigh Bovell. The film was based on a
true story about the mysterious deaths on a local
cocoa estate. It had limited exposure, but was
enthusiastically received at a screening at the
British Film Institute.
Horace Ové was awarded the Hummingbird Medal
by the government of Trinidad and Tobago in 1992,
and was made Commander of the British Empire
(CBE) by the British government in 2007. These
tributes represent over fifty years of creative film
and television production, while his photographs
have been displayed at the National Portrait Gallery
and form part of the Arts Council’s permanent
collection.
Ové once explained: “I am a filmmaker and a black
filmmaker, but that doesn’t mean I am only going
to make black films. I’ve tried not to do that in my
career as that limits me as an artist. I’ve always
wanted to film about anything, anywhere, and
anybody”. He continued, “I’ve always wanted to
produce quality films [and] I made up my mind that
I’m going to make films as good as anybody else in
any country – England, France or wherever.”
And this is what he has done.

limin’ live
Limin’ Live is an informal, 20-minute, one-on-one
chat, with creative and film industry folks, about the
art, business, joys and challenges of working in film
and television. Designed to be livestreamed via @
ttfilmfestival Instagram channel, the ttff/21 edition
is brought to you with the support of Shell Trinidad
and Tobago Ltd, with festival filmmakers and guests
in conversation with our vivacious host, Tracy J.
Hutchings, every day for the duration of the festival!

curfew cinema
The pandemic has created opportunities for online
viewing that we’ve been exploring through the
ttfilmfestival website. In July and August 2021,
we curated and screened our first ever Curfew
Cinema series – a pay-per-view online screening
service featuring many Trinidad and Tobago feature
films with worldwide availability.

special presentation
In 2021, due to the Pandemic,
Trinidad and Tobago’s famed
Carnival was cancelled for
the first time in over forty
years. While FILMCO found
a way to reach audiences and
celebrate Carnival through
our #WatchAMovieOnUs
film series, it was exciting and
heartening to see creatives,
Carnival artists and filmmakers
in Trinidad and Tobago
making work that speaks
to this central aspect of our
culture. One such project is
the ambitious cabaret film,
“Lavway”. Created by the Lost
Tribe band, and premiered
on YouTube during the 2021
Carnival season, ttff/21 is
pleased to present a special,
online screening of “Lavway”!

limin’
live

Lavway
Director: Ryan Gibbons
2021/ Trinidad and Tobago
Narrative feature/ 61 minutes
Awash in mysticism, vibrant colour and
pulsating soca music, “Lavway” harnesses
the energy of the mas in a rousing ode to
the origins and rituals of the festival.

Dr Bruce Paddington
ttff founder
ttfilmfestival.com 9
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ttff industry
ASK THE VETERAN

Creating a sustainable film industry requires
years of work, training and support. This
is why the trinidad+tobago film festival
has remained committed to providing our
community with access to industry leaders
and professionals. Now in its sixteenth year,
ttff/21 is excited to once again host a variety of
workshops and capacity-building programmes, all
online! Our line up includes presentations, panels,
talks and an InfoSession which will all be offered
free of charge, live-streamed via the ttff Facebook
page and YouTube channel. Our masterclasses
and workshops, intended for emerging and
established filmmakers, will take place via Zoom,
and registration is required in advance. While all
the workshops will be ticketed, two of our four
masterclasses will be offered free of charge,
thanks to the support of the US Embassy, Port of
Spain.
Advance tickets are available at ttfilmfestival.
com and can also be purchased via bank transfer
or in person at our FILMCO office, located at 22
Jerningham Ave.
FILMCO members, filmmakers with a film in the
festival and and students with a valid photo ID, you
can receive a 50 % discount on workshops and
masterclasses! Please email Teneille at admin@
filmco.org for information on payment options and
to receive your discount code.

ASK THE VETERANS
With ttff/21 we’re launching a new discussion
series called, Ask the Veterans. This is an open,
all-access pass to drill experienced film industry
professionals on all aspects of their work.
Registered attendees will be invited to participate
in an online conversation via Zoom in which asking
questions is what it’s all about!

10
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ASK THE VETERAN
ask the veteran:
composer, Miriam Cutler
Fri 24 Sept, 1.00–3.00 p.m.
(est)
location: online via Zoom
tickets: free of charge;
pre-registration required

presented in partnership with the US Embassy,
Port of Spain

Filmmakers tend to spend most of their time focusing
on “film as a visual medium” but it’s just as important
to remember that a powerful score can help to inspire
the emotions that the creator wants their audience
to experience. Incorporating this layer of storytelling
into a film ultimately results in a more impactful
outcome. In this open forum, audience members
will have the opportunity to ask questions of veteran
composer, Miriam Cutler. This is intended to be an
introductory, general overview of the process of
creating meaningful stories through music. Email us
at admin@filmco.org to book your place.
veteran: Miriam Cutler
Three-time Emmy-nominated composer, Miriam
Cutler is passionate about documentaries. Her
career has encompassed work for HBO, CNN,
PBS, Sundance, Emmy and Oscar-nominated
films such as “Flannery”, “Dilemma of Desire”, “Not
Carol”, “RBG”, “Love Gilda”, “The Hunting Ground”,
“American Promise”, “Lost in La Mancha”, “Ghosts
of Abu Ghraib” and many others films. Cutler is a lab
advisor for the Sundance Documentary Composer
Lab, and a doc juror for Sundance, AFI, Spirit and
the IDA Awards. She is a consultant who has led
workshops for CNN, the International Documentary
Association, Concordia and Global Media Makers.
Cutler has presented workshops in Iceland, Vienna,
Spain, Tbilisi/Georgia, Malaysia, Germany and at
various universities, including USC, UCLA, Chapman
College and Loyola Marymount. She is part of the
Motion Picture Academy documentary branch and
an executive committee member. She has served on
the boards of the Society of Composers and Lyricists
and is the co-founder of the Alliance for Women Film
Composers.

MASTERCLASSES
ask the veteran:
producer/ publicist,
Kathleen McInnis
Mon 27 Sept, 3.00–4.30 p.m.
(est)
location: online via Zoom
tickets: free of charge;
pre-registration required

presented in partnership with the US Embassy,
Port of Spain
In recent years, film festivals have become the go-to
exhibition stop for independent filmmakers, many
of whom would struggle to find distribution and
audiences otherwise. But, with so many film festivals
all over the world, and with clear hierarchies in the
festival circuit, choosing which ones you should
send your film to, and in what order, needs to be
considered as part of an overarching strategy that can
guide your decision making as you seek to release
your film. In this open forum, audience members will
have the opportunity to ask questions of veteran
producer, Kathleen McInnis. This is intended to be
an introductory, general overview, in which Kathleen
will explain the importance of planning your festival
strategy from the script development stages of a
project. Email us at admin@filmco.org to book your
place in this open class.
veteran: Kathleen McInnis
McInnis uses her 30 years of experience in festival
programming, film publicity and producing to help
world cinema filmmakers merge their creative and
business development. As a strategic publicist,
Kathleen represents world cinema films premiering
at TIFF, Cannes, Berlin, Sundance, Hot Docs and
Tribeca film festivals. As a creative producer, McInnis
curates the SIFF New Works In Progress Forum,
bringing together filmmakers, industry mentors and
audiences at critical creative junctions. Her recent
films as co-producer include “Retablo” (2019 BAFTA
and Film Independent Spirit Award-nominee; Peru’s
official Oscar submission), and the Swedish feature
documentary-in-production, “Broadcast”. McInnis’s
tenure at the Palm Springs International ShortFest
& Short Film Market allowed for both discovery and
support of the hundreds of international filmmakers
attending the festival each year. She left the festival
in 2014 as festival director. While creating the first
international shorts programme at TIFF, McInnis built
strategic platforms to bridge the gap between short
film-makers and industry decision makers.

music + meaning: telling
your story through music
with composer,
Miriam Cutler
Sat 25, Sun 26 Sept,
1.00–3.00 p.m. (est)
location: online via Zoom
tickets: free of charge;
pre-registration required

presented in partnership with the US Embassy,
Port of Spain
While film is often considered “a visual medium”, an
audience’s emotional connection to the world and
story of the film can be deeply enriched by a wellexecuted film score and soundtrack. Understanding
just how music can make an impact on audiences is
an essential part of creating a memorable film.
In this two-part masterclass, composer Miriam
Cutler will guide participants through the process
of creating meaningful stories through music, by
referencing video/film material submitted by selected
participants. Filmmakers and composers will submit
1–2 minute clips of their own work, to use as case
studies for discussion and learning.
This is a free masterclass, open to both documentary
and narrative filmmakers and television producers.
Email us at admin@filmco.org to submit your work
and book your place in both sessions. Deadline for
application is Tuesday 31 August.
You can read Miriam’s full biography in our Ask the
Veterans section.
*Eligibility: participants must be practising filmmakers
or composers for documentary or narrative films and
television (note: this is not an introductory course).
**Pre-requisite requirements: participants must submit
1–2 minute video clips of their own edited or composed
work in film or television.

ttfilmfestival.com 11
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MASTERCLASSES

MASTERCLASSES
designing your film
festival strategy with
producer/ publicist,
Kathleen McInnis
Tues 28 Sept, 3.00–4.30 p.m. (est)
location: online via Zoom
tickets: free of charge;
pre-registration required

presented in partnership with the US Embassy,
Port of Spain
As any independent filmmaker knows, endless time
and effort are dedicated to the pre-production,
production and post-production stages of any film
project. However, a crucial stage of the process
which is often overlooked is designing your film
festival strategy.
In this masterclass, producer Kathleen McInnis will
explain the importance of planning your festival
strategy from the script development stages of
a project. She will give participants insight into
the international festival circuit and explain how
filmmakers can strategically use festivals to achieve
their goals, even in this pandemic landscape. Out
of the projects selected to participate, two will be
chosen as case studies.
This is a free masterclass, open to both documentary
and narrative filmmakers. Email us at admin@filmco.
org to submit your work and book your place.
Deadline for applications is Tuesday 31 August.
You can read Kathleen’s full biography in our Ask the
Veterans section.
*Eligibility: must be a practising filmmaker of either
documentary or narrative films (note: this is not an
introductory course).
**Pre-requisite requirements: participants must submit
a logline and synopsis or treatment for a current film
project in development, production or post-production.

12
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directing the caribbean
narrative feature
with film director,
screenwriter/producer,
José María Cabral
Wed 22, Thurs 23, Fri 24
Sept, 1.00–2.30 p.m. (est)
location: online via Zoom
tickets: TT$900/ US$133
available at ttfilmfestival.
com; early registration
required
brought to you with the support of FilmTT
Directing is an art, one that requires many skills. How
does one direct and craft an enduring narrative, as a
Caribbean filmmaker? An authentic Caribbean story
that explores universal themes can be impactful to a
global audience, but what is the most efficient way
to tell it? Having a clear vision of the film you want
to make, confidence in your voice as a storyteller
and a thorough understanding of universal themes
that will resonate with global audiences are all
vital to telling a memorable story. In this three-part
masterclass, Dominican José María Cabral, director
of “Jaque Mate” (“Checkmate”) and “Carpinteros”
(“Woodpeckers”), will take participants through the
art and process of directing, from the perspective
of a Caribbean storyteller working in the Caribbean
space. He will delve into topics such as knowing your
voice and how to develop your style as a director;
understanding the stories you want to tell; evaluating
a script; production design; cinematography; using
the resources you have; collaborating with your team;
and working with actors. Email us at admin@filmco.
org to book your place.
*Eligibility: participants must be practising filmmakers of
narrative films (note: this is not an introductory course).
facilitator: José María Cabral
José María Cabral is a Dominican film director,
screenwriter, and producer. Cabral started making
films when he was 16 years old, hosting private
screenings of short films to family and friends in
local movie theatres, with one of them, “Excexos”,
securing national distribution in 2008. His first
feature film, “Jaque Mate” (2011), was screened at
several film festivals and selected as the Dominican
entry for Best Foreign Language Film for the 85th
Academy Awards but did not make the shortlist.
“Arrobá” and “Despertar” followed in 2013 and 2014,
also making it onto the festival circuit. In 2015, he
released “Detective Willy”, a comedy/adventure
film, and in 2017 premiered his film, “Carpinteros”
– about the realities and relationships of prisoners in
Dominican jails – at the Sundance Film Festival. His
following film, “The Projectionist”, was his country’s
Oscar submission in 2019. “Isla de Plástico’’, his
first documentary, also premiered in 2019. Cabral
is currently in post-production on his latest film,
“Parsley”.

WORKSHOPS
documentary editing
with documentary editor
Carla Gutierrez
Sat25 Sept, 1.00–3.30 p.m. (est)
location: online via Zoom
tickets: TT$400/ US$60
available at ttfilmfestival.
com; early registration
required

brought to you with the support of FilmTT
Non-fiction filmmakers know that the documentary
is often made in the editing room. Documentary
editors are one of the key members of the non-fiction
filmmaking team and are regarded as co-auteurs of
many films, sometimes sharing credit with the director.
With an abundance of visual and audio material, how
does an editor go about constructing a documentary
that will lead to a strong and memorable film? In
this two-part masterclass on documentary editing,
renowned film editor, Carla Gutierrez – whose
films include “RBG”, “Pray Away” and “When Two
Worlds Collide” – will discuss creative approaches
to documentary editing. She will explore the subject
of structure, which can be challenging for filmmakers
working in the documentary genre, as well as other
key elements of documentary storytelling. Email us at
admin@filmco.org to book your place.
*Eligibility: participants must be practising filmmakers
or editors of documentary films (note: this is not an
introductory course).
facilitator: Carla Gutierrez
Carla Gutierrez is an Emmy- and ACE Eddienominated documentary editor. She cut the
Oscar-nominated film “RBG”, about the life of
Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg and
her fight for gender equality. “RBG” premiered at
Sundance and was released theatrically worldwide.
It won the National Board of Review Award for Best
Documentary, the Critics’ Choice Award for Best
Political Documentary, and a DuPont-Columbia
Award. Carla also edited the Oscar-nominated
film “La Corona” (HBO) and the Emmy nominated
documentaries “Reportero” (POV), “Kingdom of
Shadows” (SXSW Premiere, POV) and “Farewell
Ferris Wheels” (America Reframed). Carla recently
edited the feature documentary “Pray Away”, which
tells the story of the “pray the gay away” or ex-gay
movement, for Multitude Films. She has been a
creative advisor for the Sundance Edit Lab and a
mentor for the Firelight Producers’ Lab, The Karen
Schmeer Diversity Program and the Tribeca Film
Fellows program. She is a member of the Academy
of Motion Pictures and the American Cinema Editors.

developing the
entrepreneurial
filmmaker with
filmmaker, Pip Piper
Mon 27, Tues 28 Sept,
1.00–3.00 p.m. (est)
location: online via Zoom
tickets: TT$300/ US$45
available at ttfilmfestival.
com; early registration
required
brought to you with the support of the
National Gas Company of Trinidad and Tobago
Being an entrepreneurial filmmaker is tough.
When it comes to raising funds for a micro- or
low-budget short or feature, creatives use multiple
different methods but most aren’t exactly sure of
the best way to get their film made while sustaining
a career in the industry. Our facilitator, Pip Piper,
has extensive experience as a professional indie
filmmaker. He has come up with innovative ways
to create and execute films of substance; and
has continued to do so throughout the years. This
two-part workshop will explore the key components
every entrepreneurial filmmaker needs to create a
sustainable, professional life. It will look at building
positive working partnerships and networks locally,
regionally, and in time, internationally; and how to
develop highly creative projects that have a clear
path to an audience. This workshop is intended to
be informative and interactive.
Email us at admin@filmco.org to book your place.
facilitator: Pip Piper
Pip Piper has been making films professionally for the
past 20+ years. He has produced and/or directed
six feature-length films and worked with the likes of
Tim Sanders (“Lord of the Rings”, “Whale Rider”)
and two-time BAFTA winner Michael Clifford. He has
made films in numerous countries around the globe.
He co-founded innovative media charity OSBD (One
Small Barking Dog) which he continues to direct and
also helped set up and run Blue Hippo Media, an
internationally award-winning film company. He is
passionate about creating and crafting stories that
have heart and impact, and helping to develop the
next generation of emerging filmmakers, especially
around documentary film.
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WORKSHOPS
using screenwriting
competitions to ‘break
in’ with screenwriter,
filmmaker and actor,
Kyra Jones
Fri 24Sept, 10.00–12.00 p.m. (est)
location: online via Zoom
tickets: TT$300/ US$45
available at ttfilmfestival.
com; early registration
required

production design
fundamentals with
multidisciplinary artist,
Alexis Johnston-Benamou
Fri 24 Sept, 5.00–7.00 p.m. (est)
location: online via Zoom
tickets: TT$300/ US$45
available at ttfilmfestival.
com; early registration
required

brought to you with the support of the
National Gas Company of Trinidad and Tobago

brought to you with the support of the
National Gas Company of Trinidad and Tobago

As all screenwriters know, there is no easy path to
breaking into the film and TV industry. While there are
many talented writers across the globe, what usually
sets the successful apart is insider knowledge and
endless hard work. Knowing and utilising the many
different paths to ‘breaking in’ can give a screenwriter
the edge needed to actually create a sustainable
career, whether you’re from the Caribbean or
anywhere else. Screenwriter/actress, Kyra Jones,
has a wealth of information to share with motivated
screenwriters who would like to take their careers
to the next level. After winning multiple competitions
over the last few years, she has secured herself
representation by the well-regarded Echo Lake
Entertainment and has recently been staffed on
two TV shows. In this workshop, Kyra will share her
wealth of experience, focusing on the fundamentals
required to win a screenwriting or pitch competition,
insight into what readers and judges may look for,
and essential strategies for submitting to festivals.

Seasoned narrative filmmakers know the tremendous
amount of value a talented production designer adds
to the team. These creatives may not be as well
known as directors, producers and writers but the
role a production designer fills is essential to a wellproduced film. But what exactly does a production
designer do? And could it possibly be another
career option for artists? In this two-hour workshop,
production designer Alexis Johnston-Benamou will
break down exactly what it takes to fill this leading
role. She will touch on topics such as dissecting a
script; collaborating with the director to understand
their vision and inspiration; creating a visual language
environment and gathering inspiration (a mood
board); constructing a team; interdepartmental
cohesion and creating a complete environment; and
working within specific expectations.

facilitator: Kyra Jones
Kyra Jones (she/her) is a Chicago-based Black
feminist screenwriter, filmmaker and actor whose
work focuses on Black women’s experiences of
intimate relationships, sex and liberation. She
received her degree in Theatre and Gender Studies
from Northwestern University. She is currently a staff
writer on the Hulu series “Woke”, and the upcoming
ABC series “Queens”. Her award-winning web
series “The Right Swipe (OTV)” was an official
selection at the Austin Film Festival, Urbanworld Film
Festival and many others. Her upcoming feature, “Go
to the Body”, won ‘The Pitch’ at the 2020 Chicago
International Film Festival and Screencraft’s Virtual
Pitch competition. As an actor, she has appeared in
“Empire” (Fox), “The Chi” (Showtime) and “Chicago
Justice” (NBC).
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facilitator: Alexis Johnston-Benamou
Alexis Johnston-Benamou is a multidisciplinary artist
originally from Montreal, Canada.
After obtaining a Bachelor of Fine Arts from
Concordia University in Studio Arts, and a Masters
from the University of Paris 8, she decided to look into
working in film. She started off in the SPFX makeup
department on “Warm Bodies” and continued doing
makeup on Hollywood feature films such as “White
House Down” and “Xmen: Days of Future Past”.
Alexis has also worked in the sculpture and mouldmaking department on large productions, including
Roland Emmerich’s “Midway”, “White House Down”,
“Xmen: Dark Phoenix’’, “Xmen: Days of Future Past’’
and “Home Alone” (2020). Since 2015, she has been
dedicating her time to working as an art director,
production designer and costumier on commercials,
films, music videos and television shows.

understanding copyright
with attorney,
Cindy F. Daniel
Mon27Sept,10.00–11.00a.m.(est)
location: Facebook Live,
YouTube, ttfilmfestival.com
tickets: free

distributing your work
with FILMCO with
filmmaker, Mariel Brown
Tues28Sept,10.00–11.30a.m.(est)
location: Facebook Live,
YouTube Live, ttfilmfestival.com
tickets: free

brought to you with the support
of Republic Bank Limited

brought to you with the support
of Republic Bank Limited

Filmmaking is a very complex, collaborative undertaking.
It involves many different layers of rights that relate
to different elements of production, all of which need
to be licenced, documented and transferred for a
producer to claim ownership of a film. Having creative
rights to literary or artistic work is necessary if you
aim to prevent others from using your work without
permission. In this one-hour presentation, lawyer
Cindy F. Daniel will answer important questions
about why copyright is important to filmmakers;
how copyright permissions impact budget and how
filmmakers can protect and enforce copyright. She
will also provide case studies on copyright conflict
in film and television.

Distribution is a key element of filmmaking, providing
an avenue for films to be seen by an audience and to
earn revenue. In today’s ever-changing industry, it’s
important for filmmakers and producers alike to stay
up to date with the latest opportunities. FILMCO
currently distributes upwards of 150 film and
television titles and has brokered deals with regional
and international companies such as TTT, ShortsTV
and PAVILION+, not to mention having launched
their own platform, FILMCO2GO, in February 2021.
In this presentation, FILMCO’s interim executive
director and co-founder, Mariel Brown, will delve
into the distribution workings of FILMCO, discuss
distribution in the online space, deliverables and
promotional materials, as well as answering questions
from filmmakers about the opportunities and options
in today’s film distribution landscape.

facilitator: Cindy F. Daniel
Cindy F. Daniel is an attorney with more than a decade
of experience in both the legal and creative fields.
After being called to the Bar, she worked primarily
in the public service having been attached to the
Ministry with responsibility for Culture for the last six
years, where she collaborated with the Intellectual
Property Office to facilitate capacity-building
workshops for artists and provided support to grant
recipient filmmakers. She has significant experience
in policy development, contract negotiation and
drafting, as well as intellectual property. Daniel has
a Postgraduate certificate in Entertainment Law and
Industry from the prestigious University of Southern
California and is currently one of their 2022 LLM
candidates.

facilitator: Mariel Brown
Mariel Brown is an award-winning filmmaker, director
of the creative and production companies SAVANT
and SAVANT Films and a co-founder of the filmmaker
organisation, FILMCO. Brown has been working in
film and television since 1997. She is committed to
uncovering and documenting the Caribbean’s rich
history and culture and is especially interested in
exploring the lives of its often-unheralded artists and
writers. Brown is currently developing a new film
project, “1990”, a chronicle of the 1990 attempted
coup in Trinidad and Tobago and its aftermath. Brown
is a four-time trinidad+tobago film festival award
winner, and both her film and television work have
won awards locally and internationally.
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the role of the sound
recordist with audio
engineer, Cedric Smart
Sun26 Sept, 1.00–2.30 p.m. (est)
location: Facebook Live,
YouTube, ttfilmfestival.com
tickets: free

brought to you with the support
of Republic Bank Limited
Sound: what would a film or TV series be without it?
It’s the narrative element that moves audiences and
transports them to another world. Yet until you work
with a sound recordist, it’s difficult to fully appreciate
the intricacies of this craft. In this live online event,
veteran sound recordist Cedric Smart will teach
participants about successful sound recording.
Smart will go through topics and areas such as hybrid
pre-production, equipment knowledge, kit basics,
budget, working with the sound department and
production. Participants will have the opportunity to
pose questions during the presentation and benefit
from Smart’s extensive knowledge and experience.
facilitator: Cedric Smart
Since 2001, Cedric Smart has worked as a
freelance audio engineer and sound recordist. He
has recorded several albums for various artists and
has also worked on hundreds of television and radio
commercials. His television experience includes
outside broadcasts, television series, TV movies,
news and sporting events. Smart has worked on
local shows like “Sancoche”, “Westwood Park”,
“The Reef” and the 1998 Miss Universe Pageant,
Behind the Scenes Show. He has also done work
for Black Entertainment Television (BET), BBC, and
Discovery Channel, and was part of the recording
and broadcast team for the first Reggae Academy
Awards in Jamaica.
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music clearances in film
with Fabien Alfonso
Mon 27 Sept, 3.00–4.00 p.m. (est)
location: Facebook Live,
YouTube, ttfilmfestival.com
tickets: free

brought to you with the support
of Republic Bank Limited
When it comes to legalese, do you know the
difference between protected music and music
in the public domain? How about the difference
between using an original musical score, pre-existing
musical compositions or sound recordings? Among
the plethora of details a filmmaker must remember
when producing a film, legal requirements for music
licensing has proven to be one of the more tricky
areas for local producers to grasp. There are various
types of music licences used in film production, and
in this one-hour presentation, lawyer Fabien Alfonso
will clarify the details of music clearances in film.
facilitator: Fabien Alfonso
Fabien Alfonso has been actively involved in the
creative cultural sector for the past 30 years. He is an
advocate for the overall development of our creative
industries, and he is passionate about the appropriate
administration of Copyright and Related Rights in
Trinidad and Tobago and the wider Caribbean region.
Alfonso lobbied for the updating and passing of the
Copyright Amendment Bill (2008) and the signing
of the World Intellectual Property Organisation
Performances and Phonograms Treaty (WPPT). As a
copyright-related rights consultant and educator, he
has conducted workshops and lectures at institutions
such as UTT, COSTAAT, Servol, UWI Roytec, and
several private and public music schools. He holds
qualifications from the World Intellectual Property
Organisation (WIPO) in Geneva, Switzerland and
his areas of proficiency include industrial property,
copyright, related rights, and collective management
of rights within the creative industries.

RBL digital banking
solutions for the creative
sector
Sat 25 Sept, 10.00–11.00
a.m. (est)
location: Facebook Live,
YouTube Live, ttfilmfestival.
com
tickets: free

brought to you with the support
of Republic Bank Limited
In the digital age, and especially during pandemic
times, creatives are increasingly looking for simpler
ways to earn revenue in the online space and to
minimise time spent doing mundane yet necessary
tasks. Republic Bank Ltd’s new digital banking
platform can provide the solutions you need as a
creative to operate your business more efficiently.
In this one-hour session, a team member from
Republic Bank Ltd will explain the new digital banking
solutions: Republic Online and Republic Mobile. The
presenter will touch on multiple features, including
the easily accessible third party transfers to local and
international banks, Cardless Cash and ENDCASH.

FILMCO info session: TT
production rebate with
Regina Seabrun
Tues 28 Sept, 1.00–2.00 p.m. (est)
location: Facebook Live,
YouTube, ttfilmfestival.com
tickets: free

There are many reasons productions choose to
shoot their films in Trinidad and Tobago, but one of
the most beneficial elements of filming in T&T is the
Production Expenditure Rebate Programme, offered
by the Trinidad and Tobago Film Company (FilmTT).
This programme can save producers money by
offering significant “cash back” percentages to both
local and international producers. In this one-hour
session, FilmTT’s facilitation officer, Regina Seabrun,
will explain the different rebate programme tiers;
which types of productions qualify; which production
expenses qualify; how to calculate rebates; how to
apply for the rebate and everything in between.
facilitator: Regina Seabrun (for FilmTT)
Regina Seabrun is a creative arts professional
with over seven years of experience in stage and
production management. She gained a solid
background in communication studies and theatre
from UWI’s Department of Creative and Festival
Arts (DCFA). As FilmTT’s current facilitation officer,
she manages the administration of the Production
Expenditure Rebate Programme and the company’s
film commission work, and oversees the facilitation
of a diverse range of productions that have been shot
on location in Trinidad and Tobago in recent years.
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PANELS
brought to you with the support of
Shell Trinidad and Tobago Limited
narrative filmmakers panel
Sun 26 Sept, 3.00–4.30 p.m. (est)
location: Facebook Live, YouTube,
ttfilmfestival.com
tickets: free
moderator: Teneille Newallo
documentary filmmakers panel
Sat 25 Sept, 5.00–6.30 p.m. (est)
location: Facebook Live, YouTube,
ttfilmfestival.com
tickets: free
moderator: Janine Mendes-Franco
new media panel
Wed 22 September, 3.00–4.30 p.m. (est)
location: Facebook Live, YouTube,
ttfilmfestival.com
tickets: free
moderator: Melanie Archer
the Caribbean gaze:
authenticity versus universality
Wed 22 Sept, 5.00pm-6.30pm (est)
location: Facebook Live, YouTube,
ttfilmfestival.com
tickets: free
moderator: Mariel Brown
Creating a unique and authentic story that connects
with audiences across the globe is a challenge for any
filmmaker. If your desire is to produce an original yet
honest film you must develop a new and interesting
world and, at the same time, tell a story that your and
other cultures can relate to and that feels authentic.
Panellists from across the region will go in-depth in
this 90-minute discussion on how to remain authentic
in your work as a Caribbean storyteller, while creating
material that resonates with an international audience.
understanding risk in filmmaking
Thurs 23 Sept, 10.00–11.30 p.m. (est)
location: Facebook Live, YouTube,
ttfilmfestival.com
tickets: free
moderator: Jason Lindsay
Understanding the creative side of producing a great
film is not always enough to ensure success. Investors
need to feel confident in the filmmaker’s ability to
return a profit. Understanding the business side of
filmmaking is a valuable asset when approaching
investors for your film. This knowledge can also help
to secure you a continued career in the industry. This
90-minute discussion will address both the filmmaker
and the investor’s point of view on “risk in filmmaking”.
The experienced panel will give insights from these
different perspectives on how successful filmmakers
turn investments into profit, and explain why it’s so
important to take the risk and invest.
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ttff TALKS
cultural appropriation and the Caribbean space
Sun 26 Sept, 10.00–11.30 a.m. (est)
location: Facebook Live, YouTube Live,
ttfilmfestival.com
tickets: free
moderator: Franka Philip
Because of our multicultural history, the Caribbean
has evolved to become a region overflowing with
diversity and creativity. While there are similarities
between the nations, each country has its own
uniquely-expressed culture and an entanglement
of traditions and practices brought by different
settlers, whether free, enslaved or indentured.
We can be protective of the artistic forms and
practices that we’ve developed over the years
because they tell a story of our roots, evolution and
possible future. But, given that we are a region built
on “appropriation”, whether forced or organic, can
we argue against cultural appropriation? In this
90-minute conversation, journalist Franka Philip will
delve into the effects of cultural appropriation across
the Caribbean while giving her own insight into the
topic.
misogyny and the male gaze
Thurs 23 Sept, 1.00–2.30 p.m. (est)
location: Facebook Live, YouTube Live,
ttfilmfestival.com
tickets: free
moderator: BC Pires
For almost all of its history, men have dominated
the film and TV industry. The representation of
women on screen and behind the scenes is a direct
corollary of that domination. But the global MeToo
movement has brought these inequalities into sharp
focus. This notwithstanding, the famed Bechdel test
is still consistently failed, as women are presented
through the lens of the male gaze. In this 90-minute
session, panellists will take an in-depth look into
the problematics of the ubiquitous male gaze in
contemporary and Caribbean cinema; they’ll discuss
how this shapes societal perception and the possible
routes to transformation.

ttff talks are in depth and insightful one-on-one
conversations with creative masters on their creative
journeys, inspiration, challenges and personal
philosophies. ttff talks are presented by the National
Gas Company of Trinidad and Tobago.
ttff talk with Zak Ové
Fri 24 Sept, 3.00–4.00 p.m.
(est)
location: Facebook Live,
YouTube, ttfilmfestival.com
tickets: free
moderators: Marsha Pearce
+ Atillah Springer
Visual artist, filmmaker and curator, Zak Ové has
built a career around a visual iconography that is
both recognisably Caribbean and seems at home
in a variety of international spaces. Elder son of
filmmaker Horace Ové, Zak is also actively involved
in documenting and preserving his father’s legacy.
In this ttff talk, art writer and educator, Marsha
Pearce, and cultural activist, Atillah Springer will
delve into Ové’s creative practice as well as his
role in preserving his father’s substantial legacy.
Zak Ové is a British/Caribbean artist with a multidisciplinary practice across sculpture, film and
photography. His work is informed, in part, by the
history and lore carried through the African diaspora
to the Caribbean, Britain and beyond, with particular
focus on traditions of masking and masquerade as
tools of self emancipation. Ové’s solo presentation
“The Invisible Man and The Masque of Blackness” –
40 sculptures exhibited alongside works by Rodin
– was on view in the B. Gerald Cantor Sculpture
Garden at LACMA, Los Angeles, CA from (2019).
Ové has presented solo sculpture installations in the
Great Hall at the British Museum, London, UK; San
Francisco Civic Centre, San Francisco, CA; Forecourt
of Somerset House, London; The Ford Foundation,
NY; The Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto; and The
Slavery Museum, Liverpool among others. Ové’s work
features in a number of museum collections, as well as
in private foundations, including the British Museum,
London; Newark Museum, New Jersey; Pérez Art
Museum Miami, Florida and many others. He curated
the seminal and widely-acclaimed exhibition, “Get
up, Stand up now: Generations of Black Creative
Pioneers” at Somerset House, London in 2019.

the 1960s and 1970s covering social and political
events in the UK, as well as chronicling the birth
and growth of the Notting Hill Carnival. He has had
several exhibitions at The Photographer’s Gallery,
London; Cornerhouse, Manchester; Castle Museum,
Nottingham; The University of Brighton; Aberystwyth
Arts Centre, Wales and at Arts Depot, London.
Twelve of his portraits were purchased as part of
the permanent exhibition at the National Portrait
Gallery and were exhibited. At the Whitechapel
Gallery, Ové’s pictures of Michael X and members of
the Black Power Movement featured as part of “The
Back to Black” exhibition. The Barbican also featured
a retrospective of Ové’s films and photographs.
ttff talk with
Michèle Stephenson
Sat 25 Sept, 3.00–4.00
p.m. (est)
location: Facebook Live,
YouTube, ttfilmfestival.com
tickets: free
moderator:
Georgia Popplewell
Three-time Emmy-nominated Canadian filmmaker and
artist Michèle Stephenson draws on her Panamanian
and Haitian roots to tell stories. In this in-depth
discussion, we will plumb her mission to elucidate
the experiences of marginalised communities of
colour, and explore her creative routes to creating
compelling films.
Michèle Stephenson is a Canadian filmmaker and
artist. She pulls from her Panamanian and Haitian
roots to think radically about storytelling and disrupt
the imaginary in non-fiction spaces. Her feature
documentary, “American Promise”, was nominated
for three Emmys and won the Jury Prize at Sundance.
Her work has appeared on PBS, Showtime, MTV
and other outlets. Stephenson’s honours include the
Silverdocs Diversity Award and the Henry Hampton
Award for Excellence in Film and Digital Media. She
is a Guggenheim Fellow and a Creative Capital artist.

Horace Ové is internationally known as one of the
leading black independent filmmakers to emerge in
Britain since the post-war period. His feature film,
“Pressure”, was the first Black feature film to be
made in the UK; his 1970 documentary, “Reggae”,
the first in-depth documentary on Black music and
reggae. His film career has produced such diverse
films as “Playing Away”, “A Hole in Babylon” and
“Baldwin’s Nigger” (with James Baldwin and Dick
Gregory) among others. Alongside his film career,
Ové has worked extensively as a photographer all
over the world, beginning in his native Trinidad during
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festival programmers
This year, to support the growth
and sustainability of the festival, we
have expanded our programming
team to five members through
a public call for programmers.
The programming team reviews
all submitted films that meet the
festival’s stated criteria of feature,
short and experimental films from
– student, emerging or established
– Caribbean filmmakers, Caribbean
filmmakers in the diaspora, and
international filmmakers with films
from or about the Caribbean or its
diaspora. Our programmers may
also curate a small selection of films
which they believe will enhance the
film programme.

Ivonne Cotorruelo is a
New York-based Cuban film
curator and producer, who has
been empowering storytellers
for almost a decade. She is
currently a programmer at the
trinidad+tobago film festival,
and part of the programming
committee at Miami Film Festival
(MIFF), Los Angeles Latino
Film Festival (LALIFF) and New
Orleans Film Festival (NOFF). In
the past, she has worked with
the screening committee for
DOC NYC and TIDE. A Berlinale
Talent Campus alumnus, she
is always seeking out films
from underrepresented voices.
Working on a plan of strategic
diversity, equity and inclusion,
she is committed to discovering
filmmakers with fresh voices and
innovative storytelling techniques,
and helping them on their paths to
future success.

festival programmers

Danielle Dieffenthaller is
the owner/producer/director of
Dieffenthaller Style Films Ltd,
which produced the popular
programmes “Iere Vibe” and
“The Reef”. With over 20 years
in the television and film industry,
Dieffenthaller was the main force
behind the television production
company Earth TV Ltd, and
producer/director and co-writer
of the acclaimed Ecowatch
series and the long-running
“Westwood Park” (100 episodes).
Among her credits are dramatic,
educational, environmental,
political and business projects for
local, regional and international
audiences. She is also a
co-founder of FILMCO and the
2019 Arts and Letters Laureate of
the Anthony N. Sabga Caribbean
Awards for Excellence.

Bruce Paddington (PhD) is
a filmmaker, lecturer, academic
and film festival curator. He was
a senior lecturer in film at the
University of the West Indies,
Trinidad and the co-founder of the
Bachelor of Arts Film Programme.
He is the founder of Banyan
Productions, the New World Film
Centre and the trinidad+tobago
film festival and was the festival
director from 2006–19. He is a
consultant and programmer for
ttff/21.

Xavier Pillai is an assistant
curator at the British Film Institute
(BFI) with prior experience
working on historical collections at
the BFI National Archive. He is a
Trinidadian-Malay Londoner with a
strong interest in documentaries.
He will be developing this practice
through the Research Architecture
MA at Goldsmiths, the University
of London, later in 2021. He is
new to the trinidad+tobago film
festival programming team this
year.

BC Pires was called to the bar
of Trinidad & Tobago in 1984
and enrolled as a solicitor of the
Supreme Court of England &
Wales in 1989 but, since January
1988, has done nothing but write
for a living. His satirical column,
“Thank God It’s Friday”, published
more or less every Friday of
the last 32 years, began at the
Express and, after a few years at
the Guardian, has appeared in
Newsday since 2017. He has tried
to write sensibly about film from
an informed lay perspective since
1988. He sat on the first jury of
the trinidad+tobago film festival
and wrote the Judges’ Report. He
has also written about West Indies
cricket for publications all over the
world, notably, the UK Guardian
and Observer newspapers.

programmers’ note
The ttff/21 programming committee was troubled by the proliferation of plainly public relations films submitted
as documentary films. We have accepted two such films (out of the several that were submitted) because
we believe that the people of Trinidad and Tobago should not be deprived of the opportunity to see films that
reflect interesting and/or controversial aspects of our socio-political and cultural milieu. However, while we
recognise that there is a place for public relations/promotional films, they don’t belong in a film festival, and we
will increasingly be taking a more critical view of films that are submitted for consideration to ttff whose primary
raison d’être is the undisguised promotion of products, services or personalities.
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jury prizes: films in competition

ttff/21 awards and jury
This year, the ttff will award prizes in two categories: jury prizes and special awards. The films in competition are
listed below. Films in juried competitions are rigorously discussed and dissected before being selected by the
programming team, and must be unanimously agreed by the five programmers.
BEST NARRATIVE FEATURE FILM

BEST DOCUMENTARY FEATURE FILM

Akilla’s Escape
directed by Charles Officer

Atardi: The life of Curaçao’s musical genius
Rudy Plaate, directed by Selwyn de Wind

Bantú mama
directed by Ivan Herrera

Dentro da minha pele (In My Skin)
directed by Toni Venturi + Val Gomes

Candela
directed by Andrés Farías

El último out (The Last Out)
directed by Sami Khan + Michael Gassert

Liborio
directed by Nino Martínez Sosa

Entre perro y lobo (Between Dog and Wolf)
directed by Irene Gutiérrez

Perfume de gardenias (Perfume of Gardenias),
directed by Macha Colón

Negra
directed by Medhin Tewolde Serrano
Option Zero
directed by Marcel Beltran
BEST NARRATIVE SHORT FILM
Dorlis
directed by Enricka Moutou
Lovena
directed by Olivier Sagne
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Mano Santa
directed by Stephanie Camacho Casillas

Errantry
by Simon Benjamin

Projet H (Project H)
directed by Maharaki

Fouyé Zétwal (Plowing the Stars)
by Wally Fall

Rafameia (Riff-Raff)
directed by Mariah Teixeira + Nanda Félix

Rhythms of Trinidad
by Andreas Antonopoulos

BEST DOCUMENTARY SHORT FILM

BEST STUDENT FILM

407 Jou (407 days)
directed by Éléonore Coyette

The Interview
directed by Ayana Harper

Becky
directed by Nicola Cross

Juana
directed by José Antonio Martínez

Écoutez le battement de nos images
(Listen To the Beat of Our Images)
directed by Audrey Jean-Baptiste +
Maxime Jean-Baptiste

Musgo (Moss)
directed by Alexandra Guimarães +
Gonçalo L. Almeida
special award

The Forgotten Boys
directed by Alexandra Warner

BEST FILM AS DECIDED BY A YOUTH JURY

IntranQu’îllités
directed by Edward Owles

Beguiling Visions
directed by Emile A. Mena

Madame Pipi
directed by Rachelle Salnave

Dorlis
directed by Enricka Moutou

BEST TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO FILM

The Forgotten Boys
directed by Alexandra Warner

Becky
directed by Nicola Cross
The Forgotten Boys
directed by Alexandra Warner
The Interview
directed by Ayana Harper

Lovena
directed by Olivier Sagne
Mano Santa
directed by Stephanie Camacho Casillas
Recoger el Viento (Pick Up The Wind)
directed by Amir Aether Valen

BEST NEW MEDIA WORK
Back in the Island
by Amanda Valle
Entre Puerto Rico y Richmond:
Women in Resistance Shall Not Be Moved
by Alicia Diaz
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narrative jury

Vashti Anderson is a filmmaker
based in Brooklyn, NY. Her
background includes an MFA in
Film from New York University,
independent film and television
crewing experience in New York
City, and an award-winning
filmmaking and writing career.
Her recent narrative feature film,
“Moko Jumbie”, had its world
premiere at LA Film Festival and
ended its festival run at Edinburgh
International Film Festival,
also screening at Bentonville,
Curaçao International Film Festival
Rotterdam, Caribbean Film Series
at BAMcinematek, ttff and others.
It won the Chris Columbus/
Richard Vague Film Production
Award, the Canon Filmmaker
Award from Film Independent,
Best Screenplay at the Bahamas
IFF Filmmaker Residency Program
and Best Screenplay at Mosaic
International South Asian Film
Festival. It is currently being
distributed by Indiepix, playing
on Amazon Prime and other
platforms.
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documentary jury

Diana Cadavid is a Colombian/
Canadian curator of film and new
media, with wide experience in
international film festivals. She’s
currently the artistic director of the
Los Angeles Latino International
Film Festival (LALIFF) and the
Festival Internacional de Cine
de Cali (FICCALI) and Ibero–
American programmer for the
Toronto International Film Festival
(TIFF). Cadavid has also worked
as associate director of program
and industry for the Miami Film
Festival (MFF) and director of
programming for the International
Film Festival of Panama (IFF
Panamá). Diana produced and
edited the short films “Breathe the
Night”, “Bleiben”, “Still Life with
Echo” and “Define Solidarity”,
directed by Álvaro Girón. She was
the production manager for the
feature film, “Mañana a esta hora”
(“This Time Tomorrow”) by Lina
Rodriguez.

Kareem Mortimer is a
Bahamian director of narrative
films, documentaries, music
videos, commercials and
experimental films. He believes
in creating unique, powerful and
beautiful images that resonate with
audiences long after being seen.
His films have been distributed in
40 countries with airings on PBS,
Aspire, Showtime, NBC, Logo
and Canal 22. His feature films
include “Cargo” and “Children of
God”; television shows include
“Hip-Hop Nation: Notes from the
Underground”, “The Electronic
Lounge”, “This Is Paradise” and
“Extraordinary Cuisine”. Over the
course of his career, Kareem has
won over 35 awards for his work,
including two Icon Awards and an
African Movie Academy Award.
He is an alumnus of Berlinale
Talents and Toronto International
Film Festival Talent Lab. He served
as curator of the film programme
at The Island House Cinema for
five years and creative director of
The Island House Film Festival for
three years.

Jonathan Ali is a film curator
and programmer. Based
in London, he is director of
programming for Third Horizon
Film Festival in Miami, Florida.
He is a programme consultant
for Sheffield DocFest and
London’s Open City Documentary
Festival; a programmer for the
experimental Alchemy Film
and Moving Image Festival in
Scotland; and a programmer for
the international features section
of Tribeca Film Festival. He is a
member of Criterion’s Curatorial
Advisory Board and the UK’s
Independent Cinema Office’s
Screening Days Advisory Group.
Previously, he had programming
roles at London’s East End Film
Festival, trinidad+tobago film
festival and TIFF. He is co-founder
of The Twelve30 Collective, which
screens Caribbean cinema in
the UK, and is a 2021 Flaherty
Seminar Fellow.

Selwyn Jacob joined the National
Film Board’s BC & Yukon Studio
in 1997 and went on to produce
over 50 NFB films. His many
credits include “Crazywater”,
directed by Inuvialuit filmmaker
Dennis Allen; “Hue: A Matter of
Colour”, directed by Vic Sarin
and “Mighty Jerome”, written
and directed by Charles Officer.
Jacob’s most recent feature
documentary credits include Mina
Shum’s “Ninth Floor” about the
infamous Sir George Williams
Riot of 1969, which was selected
for TIFF’s 2015 annual top ten
list of Best Canadian Films, and
Baljit Sangra’s “Because We Are
Girls”, exploring the impact of
sexual abuse on a conservative
Indo-Canadian family living in
small-town British Columbia.
Selwyn retired from the NFB in
June, 2019. Selwyn has since
returned to the private sector as
an independent producer/director.

Karen McMullen is a features
programmer at Tribeca Film
Festival and DOC NYC Film
Festival, director of programming
at the TIDE Film Festival, and
screens for Sundance Film
Festival. She’s a juror at the Pan
African and Bentonville Film
Festivals, Black Public Media
and the Cinema Eye Honors.
She moderates live and virtual
filmmaker Q+As and panels for
the African Film Festival, Pure
Nonfiction, Netflix, NYWIFT,
Women Make Movies and HBO
screenings. She’s a frequent guest
speaker on television, radio and at
filmmaking organisations. A Brown
University graduate, McMullen is
a post-production professor at
Long Island University. She has
picture and sound editing credits
on features, documentaries, and
short films.
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new media jury

Dr. Daniela Fifi is an art educator
and curator who has worked in
museums and galleries in the
Caribbean and US. She is the
former chief curator at the National
Art Gallery of the Bahamas and
former curatorial specialist at The
National Museum and Art Gallery
of Trinidad and Tobago. She is a
doctoral graduate in Art and Art
Education at Teachers College,
Columbia University and holds a
Bachelor of Fine Arts from Pratt
Institute, New York and a Master
of Arts in Art Gallery and Museum
Studies from the University of
Manchester, UK. Her doctoral
research focuses on Caribbean
art and intercultural programming
in museums. Daniela has been
awarded several fellowships and
awards during her career including
the New York State Assembly,
Caribbean Life Impact Award;
the Museum Education Research
Fellowship at the Whitney
Museum of American Art; and
the Samuel H. Kress Interpretive
Fellowship. She is currently the
managing editor of Small Axe
Visualities: A Caribbean Platform
for Criticism, a project of the
Small Axe Journal and also serves
on the peer-review board for
Viewfinder and The Art Education
Journal, journals of the National Art
Education Association (USA).
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student films jury

Zak Ové has a practice that
spans sculpture, film and
photography. His work is informed,
in part, by the history and lore
carried through the African
diaspora to the Caribbean, Britain
and beyond, with particular
focus on traditions of masking
and masquerade as tools of
self emancipation. Ové’s solo
presentation “The Invisible Man
and The Masque of Blackness”
– 40 sculptures exhibited
alongside works by Rodin – was
on view in the B. Gerald Cantor
Sculpture Garden at LACMA,
Los Angeles, CA from (2019).
Ové has presented solo sculpture
installations in the Great Hall at
the British Museum, London,
UK; San Francisco Civic Centre,
San Francisco, CA; Forecourt of
Somerset House, London; The
Ford Foundation, NY; The Royal
Ontario Museum, Toronto; and
The Slavery Museum, Liverpool
among others. Ové’s work
features in a number of museum
collections, as well as in private
foundations, including the British
Museum, London; Newark
Museum, New Jersey; Pérez Art
Museum Miami, Florida and many
others. He curated the seminal
and widely-acclaimed exhibition,
“Get up, Stand up now: Generations
of Black Creative Pioneers” at
Somerset House, London in
2019.

Oneika Russell is a Jamaican
artist whose current art practice
focuses on investigating the
trope of the othered native within
the paradigm of “paradise”
and tourism industries. Her
current work borrows imagery,
techniques, and formats from
the culture of craft and souvenirmaking in the Caribbean, such
as wall hangings, postcards and
gift items. The objects and videos
made explore how Afro-based
figurative imagery is used as a tool
in presenting culture and people
as consumable products. The
imagery created also investigates
the role of trade, migration
and unofficial economies
as direct influencers of how
representation occurs. Russell’s
major presentations include “At
the Crossroads: Critical Film
and Video from the Caribbean”
at Perez Museum of Art Miami
in 2016 and the 2018 Dakar
Biennial.

Carver Bacchus has
worked as a communications
consultant since 2008 and
has created documentaries,
animations, corporate videos and
communications programmes
for a wide range of clients,
including the Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United
Nations (FAO), the United Nations
Development Programme, The
German Embassy, Port of Spain,
The University of the West Indies
and the Institute of Marine Affairs,
Trinidad and Tobago. He is the
founder and managing director
of Sustain T&T, a not-for-profit
focused on environmental
and economic sustainability
education. He is also the founder
and festival director of Green
Screen, the Environmental Film
Festival, the only environmental
and sustainability-themed film
festival in the English-speaking
Caribbean. Carver holds a
BSc in Communications and
has other specialist training
including a Diploma in Motion
Picture Directing, a Certificate
in Integrated Marketing
Communication for Behavioral
Impact in Health and Social
Development (COMBI) and the
Scrum Master I designation.

Asha Lovelace made her
directing debut with the short
film, “George and the Bicycle
Pump”, then produced and
directed the feature film, “Joebell
and America”, based on a short
story by her father, renowned
writer Earl Lovelace. A former
lecturer at the University of the
West Indies, part of Lovelace’s
focus has been on developing a
more distinct Caribbean vision
and aesthetic in film. Founder/
festival director of Africa Film
Trinidad and Tobago (AFTT), Asha
is also the regional secretary for
the Caribbean diaspora of the Pan
African Federation of Filmmakers
(FEPACI) .

Annette Nias is film
commissioner with the National
Cultural Foundation in Barbados.
For the past five decades she
has played roles which include
performer, director, producer
and stage manager at many
concerts, plays, musicals, festivals,
fashion shows, film and television
productions, etc., in Barbados and
abroad. Nias functioned in several
arts development and technical/
production capacities with the
National Cultural Foundation from
its inception in 1983 until 2015,
when she was appointed Film
Commissioner with the Cultural
Industries Development Authority.
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opening night films
EDITION
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CANDELA
Director: Andrés Farías
2020/ Dominican Republic
Narrative feature
82 minutes
A hurricane threatens the
Caribbean. As if driven by its
swirls, the lives of three strangers
become intertwined in the
streets of Santo Domingo:
Sera Penablanca, a girl from
Dominican high society who
goes to the slums every night to
interact with strangers; Lieutenant
Perez, a corrupt policeman who
investigates a case in an attempt
to repair the broken relationship
with his daughter; and Candela,
a performer from a poor cabaret
seeking justice. The three are
united by the mysterious death of
Renato Castrate, poet and drug
dealer.
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MANO SANTA
Director: Stephanie
Camacho Casillas
2020/ Puerto Rico
Narrative short
13 mins

about the director
Andrés Farías Cintrón is a
filmmaker and video-artist from
the Dominican Republic. In
2014, he was selected for the
XXV Eduardo León Jimenez Art
Biennial Competition with his
video-installation “Honey Pot” for
which he won the Patricia Phelps
de Cisneros Collection Award. In
2015, his research project: “The
representation of the Caribbean
woman in Film – from sexual
exoticism to auto-representation”
was selected for Concordia’s
University Emerging Leaders of
the Americas Program (ELAP).
His first feature film, “Candela”
won the Dominican Fund for
Cinematographic Promotion
and was selected for Sundance
Writers Lab, Sundance Edit
Residency and Sundance Music
Residency.

Don Isidoro, better known as
“Mano Santa” in his hometown,
shelters his grandson for a few
days after he runs away from
home.

ttff/21 film line-up

caribbean

The Caribbean section comprises
feature-length films from the
Caribbean, the diaspora, and films
by international filmmakers made
in and about the region.

panorama
about the director
Stephanie Camacho Casillas
(they/ them), is filmmaker and
photographer from Puerto
Rico. Camacho completed a
BA in Cinematography with a
concentration in Graphic Design
from Atlantic University College in
Puerto Rico. Steph is known for
writing and directing the multiaward winning LGBTQ+ short,
“Sam” (2017). Their work has
been recognised and awarded
locally and internationally.

The Panorama section consists of
short and feature-length films from
World cinema. The films in this
section come from North America,
Latin America, Europe, India and
Africa.

short+medium-length

This section comprises films under
30 minutes in length (shorts)
and films between 30 and 59
minutes in length (medium-length
films) from the Caribbean and its
diaspora.

new media

The New Media section
comprises avant garde and
experimental film and video works
from artists and filmmakers in the
Caribbean and diaspora.

student

Programmed as a separate
category for the first time in
2020, Student films are narrative
and documentary films made
by student filmmakers (whether
secondary or tertiary) from the
Caribbean and the diaspora.

retrospective
The 2021 edition of the film
festival includes a retrospective
look at Trinidad and Tobago
filmmaker Horace Ové’s most
important and popular films

Screenings are subject to change, so please check our website
at ttfilmfestival.com before attending a screening. We apologise
in advance for any unforeseen cancellations.
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caribbean features (narrative + documentary)

African Redemption:
The Life and Legacy of Marcus Garvey

Akilla’s Escape

Between Fire and Water

Dentro da Minha Pele (In My Skin)

Director: Roy T. Anderson
2021/ United States of America
Documentary feature/ 86 minutes
World premiere

Director: Charles Officer
2020/ Canada
Narrative feature/ 90 minutes
Caribbean premiere

Director: Viviana Gómez Echeverry
2020/ Columbia
Documentary feature/ 92 minutes
Caribbean premiere

Directors: Toni Venturi + Val Gomes
2020/ Brazil
Documentary feature/ 86 minutes
Caribbean premiere

Known as the ‘Negro Moses’, Marcus Mosiah Garvey
arrived on the scene on 17 August 1887 in the tiny seaside
town of St. Ann’s Bay on the northern coast of Jamaica,
fifty-three years after slavery was abolished in that country.
In his short life he would become the world’s foremost
Pan-Africanist. In “African Redemption: The Life and
Legacy of Marcus Garvey” award-winning director, Roy T.
Anderson, peels back all the layers in his presentation of this
controversial and often misunderstood figure.

“Akilla’s Escape” weaves the present and past in a crime noir
about the urban child soldier. Set in Toronto and New York
where over 450,000 Jamaicans reside, the story speaks
to the historical criminalization of black boys that modern
society overlooks. Akilla Brown is forty years old and for
the first time in his life, the clandestine cannabis growing
operation he runs is legit. But only a year into governmentapproved legalisation, the pendulum of hypocrisy has taken
its toll and Akilla decides to cash out.

Camilo is the adopted son of an indigenous couple of the
Quillasinga tribe in the southwest of Colombia. He is the
only black person in his community and has always felt
different. For years he has wondered who his biological
parents are. During a transcendent experience, Camilo
has visions of his biological mother, after which he decides
to embark on a journey in search of his origins. For the first
time in his life, Camilo discovers his afro heritage and meets
the black community.

A doctor mistaken for a thief. A cleaning lady treated as
a slave. A mother who has lost her son murdered by the
police. A trans employee who is never promoted. What
do they have in common? The colour of their skin. “Dentro
da Minha Pele” (“In My Skin”) is an exploration of Brazil’s
deep-rooted racism.

Atardi: The Life of Curaçao’s Musical
Genius Rudy Plaate

Bantú Mama

El Último Out
(The Last Out)

Entre Perro y Lobo
(Between Dog and Wolf)

Director: Selwyn de Wind
2020/ Curaçao
Documentary feature/ 120 minutes
Caribbean premiere

Director: Ivan Herrera
2020/ Dominican Republic
Narrative feature/ 77 minutes
Trinidad and Tobago premiere

Directors: Sami Khan + Michael Gassert
2020/ United States of America
Documentary feature/ 87 minutes
Caribbean premiere

Director: Irene Gutiérrez
2021/ Spain
Documentary feature/ 75 minutes

Filmmaker Selwyn de Wind is on a journey to find out all that
he can about Rudy Plaate, Curaçao’s most popular singer/
songwriter of all time. But what happens when the subject
suffers from dementia and is no longer able to tell his own
story? Filmed over a four-year period, the documentary
traces the highs and lows of the life and work of music
legend Rudy Plaate. “Atardi” is a music-driven documentary
that taps into the styles and heritage of Curaçao’s musical
evolution.

A French woman of African descent manages to escape
after being arrested in the Dominican Republic. She finds
shelter in the most dangerous district of Santo Domingo,
where she is taken in by a group of children. By becoming
their protégée and maternal figure, she will see her destiny
change.

In a quiet corner of San José, Costa Rica, three Cuban
baseball players train: Happy, Carlos, and Victor. Here at
the rundown Estadio Antonio Escarré, they have spent the
past year training long and hard, thousands of miles away
from their families in Cuba. They left with dreams of signing
multi-million dollar contracts and becoming famous baseball
superstars. Set against the backdrop of the dangerous
Central American migrant trail, “The Last Out” offers a rare
window into the dark side of professional sports.
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In the climate of change in today’s Cuba, three forgotten
veterans of the Angolan War are reluctant to abandon
the revolutionary spirit which brought them together as
comrades. Marching to the top of the mountains, they
continue to train, dressed in their old uniforms, just as they
did over thirty years ago. Day after day, they take part in
this ritual, as they attempt to return to a time when they felt
young, strong and respected. They are the last Samurai of
the Cuban Revolution.
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Hoy

Le Lien Qui Nous Unit
(The Tie That Binds Us)

The Mali−Cuba Connection: Africa Mia

Monchoachi, La Parole Sovaj
(Monchoachi, An Untamed Wor(l)d)

Director: Ricardo B’atz’
2020/ El Salvador
Narrative feature/ 68 minutes

Director: Pélagie Serge Poyotte
2021/ French Guiana
Narrative feature/ 109 minutes
Caribbean premiere

Directors: Richard Minier + Edouard Salier
2019/ France
Documentary feature/ 81 minutes
Caribbean premiere

Director: Arlette Pacquit
2020/ Martinique
Documentary feature/ 68 minutes
World premiere

Somewhere on a road in Guyana, Solange and her father
Paul are hitch-hiking. They are trying to reconnect after many
years of silence, but the road is difficult.

In the midst of the Cold War, ten promising young musicians
from Mali were sent to Cuba to study music and strengthen
cultural links between the two socialist countries. Combining
Malian and Afro-Cuban influences, they developed a
revolutionary new sound and became the iconic ensemble,
Las Maravillas de Mali. New Year’s Eve 2000: Richard Minier,
a French music producer meets a former member of the band
in Bamako and decides to bring the band back together.

Retired from the world and living in the foothills of the Mount
Vauclin in Martinique, Monchoachi writes every afternoon
after his morning walk in the forests of the island. Poet (he
says that one should pronounce this word while trembling),
philosopher and essayist, he tries to build a thought that he
claims to be wild. A thought detached from the occident,
therefore eminently free. Many have drawn from his work a
strength of resistance, creation and survival in the face of
the violence of contemporary society.

In the capital of El Salvador, the drivers of a bus, a taxi, a
minibus and a private car confront the ravages of twelve years
of civil war that continue to torment the country.
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Liborio

Negra

Option Zero

Perfume de Gardenias
(Perfume of Gardenias)

Director: Nino Martínez Sosa
2021/ Dominican Republic
Narrative feature/ 99 minutes
Caribbean premiere

Director: Medhin Tewolde Serrano
2020/ Mexico
Documentary feature/ 71 minutes
Trinidad and Tobago premiere

Director: Marcel Beltrán
2020/ Cuba
Documentary feature/ 80 minutes
Caribbean premiere

Director: Macha Colón
2021/ Puerto Rico
Narrative feature/ 103 minutes
Caribbean premiere

In the early 20th century, Liborio, a peasant, disappears
in a hurricane and returns as a prophet. He says he’s
been given a mission: to bring the good and take away
the evil, curing the sick and teaching by example. People
begin to congregate by his side and they move to the
mountains to have total freedom and develop the dream
of an independent community. Everything changes when
invading US Marines want to disarm and disband the
community. Liborio wants to avoid a confrontation but
knows that they can’t run forever.

I was about seven years old the first time someone called me
“black” on the street. I turned around to see who they were
talking to, then I realised it was me. That day I understood I was
black, and the laughter it caused among the people nearby
made me think being a black person wasn’t that great. Was this
only happening to me? Or did it happen to other black women?
“Negra” explores what it means to inhabit Mexico as a black
woman. It tells the story of five afro-descendant women from
southern Mexico, exposing racism, resistance and processes of
self-acceptance, and the celebration of their identity.

The journey of a group of Cuban migrants stalls in Panama
City. Stranded in a Caritas camp, the memory of the difficult
passage through the jungle of the Darién Gap comes to life
on their cell phones.

A dark comedy, “Perfume de Gardenias” (“Perfume of
Gardenias”) tells the story of Isabel, an elderly woman living
in a middle-class neighborhood in Puerto Rico. She has just
become a widow having cared for her husband until his last
breath. But her recent loss becomes a blessing when she
crafts a beautiful, custom-made funeral for him that catches
the attention of Toña, a pious but domineering woman who
involves herself in local funerals. She enlists Isabel to put her
unusual talents to good use designing custom, idiosyncratic
funerals for her ailing neighbors.
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panorama

Right Near the Beach

SteelPan Now! Notes on Where Pan Gone

Vals de Santo Domingo
(Santo Domingo Waltz)

Ahlan wa Sahlan

Director: Gibrey Allen
2020/ Jamaica
Narrative feature/ 80 minutes
Caribbean premiere

Directors: Ryan Saunders + Aaron Astillero
2021/ United States of America
Documentary feature/ 60 minutes
World premiere
“SteelPan Now! Notes on Where Pan Gone” peers into the
current world of the steel pan – its players, its innovators and
the music that reverberates from this versatile instrument –
to find answers to the question that many in Trinidad often
ask, “Where pan gone?” The documentary follows several
steel pan pioneers, inventors, players, composers, arrangers
and pan makers across several cities in the US to present
both a musical experience and a historical document that
reveals the personal stories of these practitioners, sharing
the determination, skill, and virtuosity of the pannist wherever
the instrument is found.

Director: Tatiana Fernández Geara
2021/ Dominican Republic
Documentary feature/ 76 minutes
World premiere

Director: Lucas Vernier
2020/ France
Panorama/ 94 minutes
Caribbean Premiere

Three teen ballet students – Raymundo, Angel and
Victor – are the only boys in a class of twenty. In a country
where dance is largely considered an activity for women,
they are determined to follow their dreams and challenge
traditional gender roles. Like a waltz, music played in triple
time, the three boys move through Santo Domingo while
confronting, and sometimes abiding by, the Dominican
machismo culture.

In 2009, Lucas Vernier left for Syria taking with him his
camera and the photographs taken by his grandfather
when he was a member of the Camel Corps during
the French Mandate. As a diligent young filmmaker,
he generously records his journey, reconstructs his
grandfather’s route and connects to the descendants
of his friends. In 2011 the film changes course, and
the quest to find a vanished ancestor becomes a race
towards what will soon disappear.

When prominent Jamaican sprinter Jeffrey Jacobs is
brutally murdered, rumours about the secret life he may
have lived create public uproar, causing problems for the
murder investigation and for Jeffrey’s father, who simply
wants justice for his son. Filmed on location with a Jamaican
cast, “Right Near the Beach” is an authentic case study of
a country that continues to face the consequences of its
turbulent past while trying to confront the new realities of
sexuality and equality.

Subjects of Desire

This Ain’t Normal

Al-Sit

Climate Exodus

Director: Jennifer Holness
2021/ Canada
Documentary feature/ 102 minutes
Caribbean premiere

Director: Rudy Hypolite
2019/ USA
Documentary feature/ 101 minutes

Director: Suzannah Mirghani

Director: David Baute

Caribbean premiere

Caribbean premiere

In a cotton-farming village in Sudan, 15-year-old
Nafisa has a crush on Babiker, but her parents have
arranged her marriage to Nadir, a young Sudanese
businessman living abroad. Nafisa’s grandmother,
Al-Sit, the powerful village matriarch, has her own
plans for Nafisa’s future. But can Nafisa choose for
herself?

Having lost everything because of climate change,
three women from different countries and continents,
Kenya, India and the Caribbean – have to migrate to
start new lives.

“Subjects of Desire” explores the cultural shift in North
American beauty standards towards embracing Black female
aesthetics and features, while exposing the deliberate and
often dangerous portrayals of Black women in the media. Told
from the point of view of women who aren’t afraid to challenge
conventional beauty standards, the film is partially set at the
50th Anniversary of the Miss Black America Pageant, a beauty
pageant created as a political protest. “Subjects of Desire”
deconstructs what we understand about race and the power
behind beauty.
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“This Ain’t Normal” follows the lives of gang-involved youth
and young adults in the high impact crime neighborhoods of
inner city Boston, the youth advocacy street and social workers
tasked with helping transform their lives, and the organisations
attempting to provide the bridges to opportunity. Told primarily
through the point of view of gang involved youth/young adults,
entangled in the intractable violence of inner city Boston, the
film examines the individual motives behind those perpetrating
violence, the culture and circumstances that precipitate these
behaviors and the staff of StreetSafe Boston, who are on the
frontline, delivering interventions in an effort to prevent violence.

2020/ Sudan
Panorama/ 20 minutes

2020/ Spain
Panorama/ 63 minutes
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Deux Options
(Two Options)

Dibujos Contra Las Balas
(Drawings Against Bullets)

La Revolucion y los Artistas

Sapelo

Director: Gon Caride
2020/ France
Narrative short/ 9 minutes
Caribbean premiere

Director: Alicia Calderón
2020/ Mexico
Panorama/ 90 minutes
Caribbean premiere

Director: Gabriel Retes
2018/ Mexico
Panorama/ 110minutes
Presented in partnership with the Mexican Embassy

Director: Nick Brandestini
2020/ Switzerland
Documentary feature/ 91 minutes
Trinidad and Tobago premiere

In France, the country of “freedom, equality and
fraternity”; in this new Europe without borders,
besieged by fear and intolerance, a Polish immigrant
will have to face the reality of racism. “Two Options”
was written, shot and edited in just five days at an
International Filmmakers Laboratory in France.

Women who live in Ciudad Juárez organise safe
havens for children in some of the most violent
neighborhoods in Mexico. There, Diana, Joseph and
Gael seek out the freedom that they once had on the
streets, and try to heal the wounds that the violence
of organised crime has inflicted on them. “Drawings
Against Bullets” is a loving depiction of the search for
peace in Mexico.

In the 1920s, the golden age of Mexican art, romance
brews between the painters and writers Dr. Atl and Nahui
Olin. Meanwhile Jose Vasconcelos founds the Ministry of
Education and calls on every intellectual in the country to
support his project, and President Alvaro Obregon, who
feels devotion for intellectuals, allows one of the most
important cultural crusades of our history. During this
transition stage, in which a liberal atmosphere starts to
accept homosexuality, divorce and women’s vote, several of
our protagonists fall in love within a whirl of ideas, passions,
political and ideological propositions.

“Sapelo” journeys within a unique American island to
tell the story of Cornelia Walker Bailey, its matriarchal
griot, and her adopted sons who are coming of age in
the last remaining enclave of the Saltwater Geechee
people.

Elder’s Corner

¡La Macha!

The Soul of a Cyclist

Variety

Director: Siji Awoyinka
2020/ Nigeria
Panorama/ 96 minutes
Caribbean premiere

Director: Claudia Chabot
2021/ Costa Rica
Panorama/ 55 minutes
Caribbean premiere

Director: Nuno Tavares
2020/ Portugal
Documentary feature/ 73 minutes
Caribbean premiere

Director: Ramin Eshraghi-Yazdi
2021/ Canada
Documentary medium/ 45 minutes
Caribbean premiere

From the colorful, celebratory sounds of Juju to the
politicised urgency of Afrobeat, Nigerian musicians
have spearheaded some of Africa’s most prominent
musical movements. Oftentimes, their work formed
the backdrop against which the nation blossomed. So
what happened to these pioneering artists who rose
to prominence during the country’s halcyon years and
continued to endure when it faltered?

“¡La Macha!” introduces Nadia on a stretch of her
journey, cycling with her partner Sébastien around the
world, using their art as their livelihood.

Through a group of “classic” cyclists and their common
interest in the classic bicycle, “The Soul of a Cyclist”
discovers values that are being lost in our modern
society, such as the importance of friendship, ecology,
valuing the old, minimalism and other important ways
to achieve a happier, simpler and more fulfilled life with
the things that matter. As in life, in this documentary,
bicycles transport us in our discovery, in our reflection.

“Variety” is a documentary about choice, or more
accurately, the lack of choice when faced with the
reality of having too much choice. The over-abundance
of variety in any given consumer product has negative
effects on both the consumer and the world at large.
Motivated by frustration, filmmaker Ramin EshraghiYazdi attempts to understand variety and find a way
to navigate the pitfalls of excessive choice.
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The 1938 Unrest

1979, Hmong from
Javouhey

407 jou (407 days)

Becky

Beguiling Visions

Blue Hour

Director: Justin-Paul Williams
2021/ Trinidad and Tobago
Documentary short/ 6 minutes
World premiere

Director: François Gruson
2020/ French Guiana
Documentary medium/ 52 minutes
Trinidad and Tobago premiere

Director: Éléonore Coyette
2020/ Haiti
Documentary short/ 7 minutes
Trinidad and Tobago premiere

Director: Nicola Cross
2020/ Trinidad and Tobago
Documentary short/ 13 minutes
Caribbean premiere

Director: Emile A. Mena
2021/ Belize
Narrative short/ 6 minutes
Trinidad and Tobago premiere

Director: Zoe Miranda
2020/ Cuba
Narrative short /15 minutes

“The 1938 Unrest” is based on the
labour disturbances which took
place in Jamaica in May 1938. These
spontaneous labour riots and strikes
spread islandwide. The film captures
the emotions of the protagonist,
determined to create significant
change by advocating on behalf of
other workers for the improvement of
working conditions.

Having hastily left their Laotian
mountains to take refuge in camps
in Thailand and flee the communist
regime, the Hmong were welcomed
into French Guiana. Now, 40 years
later, how have the Hmong fared in
their small village in western French
Guiana? And how do they see the
future?

Lintho’s life merges with that of his
puppets. The puppet of a story he
did not write, but of which he is
the toy. With grace, he makes his
paper characters move to tell of the
inhumanity of Haitian jails.

“Becky” is an unexpectedly uplifting
story about a Kenyan woman’s
resilience on her journey to feeling
complete.

William is writing a novel, but he is
having trouble figuring out how to
end it. He looks up and notices a
good-looking girl walking by. William
gazes at her and this introduces a
dream sequence. The girl’s name
is Elaine. William tells her about the
writing problem he is having and she
is interested and tells him to follow her.
But where?

A Pasi Fu Romeo
(Romeo’s Road)

Alma

Batchack Man: The
Power Of The Herbalist

Born To Be Great

Buscando Ana Veldford
(Searching for AnaVeldford)

Cheesecake

Director: Keoni K. Wright
2021/ Suriname
Documentary short/ 22 minutes
World premiere

Director: Lorraine Jones
Molina
2021/ Puerto Rico
Narrative short/ 15 minutes
Caribbean premiere

Director: Keyon Byron
2020/ Trinidad and Tobago
Narrative medium/ 54 minutes
Trinidad and Tobago premiere

Director: Oliver Hill
2021/ Jamaica
Documentary medium/ 37 minutes
Trinidad and Tobago premiere

Director: Ronald Baez
2021/ USA
Documentary short/ 5 minutes
Caribbean premiere

Director: Jabari Daniel
2021/ Trinidad and Tobago
Narrative short/ 10 minutes
Trinidad and Tobago premiere

The action film “Batchack Man” is
Trinidad’s unique answer to Batman.
The un-caped (but often masked)
crusader from the Land of Calypso
fights crime and injustice using super
powers derived from some form of
super-powered bachac, the large
ferocious ant found in Trinidad.

“Born To Be Great” reveals how the
lives of 12 young men and women
from underserved communities
across Jamaica were transformed
under the Citizen Security and
Justice Programme (CSJP), a
social intervention project carried
out between 2000 and 2020.

A middle-aged mother of two
reflects on her emotional decision to
emigrate to the United States some
30 years earlier, in this reflective
documentary short that borrows its
title from a uniquely powerful poem
by the legendary exiled Cuban writer,
Lourdes Casal.

Brian Francis, a well-dressed man
with stylish dreadlocks, tries to
charm his way into an exclusive yet
mysterious brotherhood called ‘The
Alpha Society’. He seems to have
a foot in the door. That is, until he’s
faced with two major obstacles –
the admission fee and the next-day
deadline.

From the local Surinamese tongue, “A
Pasi Fu Romeo” can be translated as
either “Romeo’s Road” or “Romeo’s
Passion”. The double meaning is
appropriate when describing the
passionate road the film’s main
subject, Romeo Koffymaga, has taken
to become an emerging Maroon voice
in the fight against logging practices.
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Inspired by true events, “Alma” is
the story of a single mother who
works as a cock fight trainer and is
caught in the throes of an abusive
relationship. One morning she
goes out for a run, never to return.
As someone prays for her, life and
death converge through memories.

Mariano visits the hospital for a
prostate exam. China is waiting
for the body of her dead husband.
They have seen each other in the
neighbourhood before. She craves
a shot of rum to forget, and he has
been waiting for an opportunity to
get closer to her. They spend the
afternoon together and, as night
falls, Mariano makes a proposal
that lets them imagine a different life.
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Custódia
(Custody)

Disruptor Conductor

Dominica: Three Years
After Hurricane Maria

Dorlis

The Forgotten Boys

Galavant

Director: Vinicius Sassine
2021/ Brazil
Documentary short/ 25 minutes
World premiere

Director: Sharon Lewis
2019/ Canada
Documentary medium/ 42 minutes
Caribbean premiere

Director: Derek Galon
2020/ Dominica
Documentary short/ 7 minutes
Caribbean premiere

Director: Enricka Moutou
2021/ Martinique
Narrative short/ 25 minutes
Caribbean premiere

Director: Alexandra Warner
2020/ Trinidad and Tobago
Documentary medium/ 43 minutes
Caribbean premiere

Director: Alexander Johnson
2021/ Trinidad and Tobago
Narrative short/ 2 minutes
World premiere

Icaro and Valesca are arrested after
being caught selling chocolate
bonbons. After being imprisoned
for months, they try to get some
control over their fates.

Unlikely hero Daniel BartholomewPoyser is on a mission to create live
orchestral shows that aren’t just
for the rich and fancy. One of the
first openly gay black conductors
in Canada, Bartholomew-Poyser
wants to break down institutional
walls and bring live orchestral music
to anyone who identifies as ‘other’.

Three years after the devastating
hurricane, Dominica looks
refreshed and, in some places,
better than before, surprising
many with the speed of nature’s
recovery and the resilience of its
people.

15-year-old Nora from Martinique,
follows her mother Laure and
sister Melissa to to live for a while
with her grandfather Henri, who is
paralysed from a stroke. They move
in to help him. But very quickly, the
atmosphere of the house and the
presence of Henri awaken in Nora
memories that will be embodied in
fear of the attack of an evil spirit ...

The stories of three strangers, Darrem,
Cornelius and Jahmai, collectively
depict the realities and struggles of
the various stages of incarceration.
An exploration of the intergenerational
impacts of mass incarceration, the
thread linking the young men is a
prison-based English class and
debate team taught and developed by
Trinidadian journalist, Debbie Jacob.

While self-quarantined at home, a
young man is sent a link to a glitchy
supernatural app. He tries to use it as
a way to escape lockdown.

Écoutez le Battement de
Nos Images (Listen to the
Beat of Our Images)

Elena

Firelei Báez: An Open
Horizon (or) the Stillness
of a Wound

Hang Jack

Ikarus

IntranQu’îllités

Directors: Maxime JeanBaptiste + Audrey JeanBaptiste
2021/ French Guiana
Documentary short/15 minutes

Director: Michèle Stephenson
2021/ Dominican Republic/ Haiti
Documentary short / 29 minutes
Caribbean premiere

Director: Souki Mehdaoui
2021/ United States of America
Documentary short/ 8
minutes

Director: Shane Lee Kit
2021/ Trinidad and Tobago
Narrative short/ 12 minutes
World premiere

Director: Shaun Escayg
2020/ United States
Narrative short/ 17 minutes

Director: Ed Owles
2019/ United Kingdom
Documentary short/ 20 minutes
Caribbean premiere

Because of their Haitian ancestry,
Elena and her family have lost their
Dominican citizenship. She must
negotiate an opaque bureaucracy
in a racist, hostile society, or else
remain stateless in a country intent on
deporting its darker-skinned citizens.

Born in the Dominican Republic
and working in New York City,
artist Firelei Báez’s paintings of
dramatically shapeshifting figures
assert the power of the female form,
challenging fundamental ideas
around beauty and Caribbean
history. the film follows the Báez as
she creates new paintings in her
Bronx studio.

Lucia, a Venezuelan immigrant,
works at Jack’s Guest House, a
private brothel in Trinidad. Sam, a
frequent client, finds out that Lucia
has become pregnant by him.
When Sam learns that Jack the
pimp will not allow them to keep
the baby, he begins to plan their
escape – which revolves around
a make-or-break game of all fours.

Sixty years ago, France decided to
establish its space center in Kourou,
French Guiana, expropriating 600
Guianese people to allow France to
realise its dream of space conquest.
Combining field investigation and
archival video-editing this film gives
voice to a population made silent
and invisible.
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Teenage scavengers Queen and her
older brother Birdie are on their usual
hustle of hunting down cargo drones.
Unbeknownst to Birdie, Queen has
navigated the pair onto new paths,
in the hope of landing the ultimate
payload, nanobiotics. Queen’s plans
go awry when her brother is shot and
she must hunt these very nanobiotics
on her own, if she’s to save her
brother’s life.

Lyrically narrated by award-winning
Haitian poet, James Noël, the film
interweaves the work of several
Haitian artists who want to redefine
how their nation is perceived. It
portrays the polyphony and energy of
the contemporary Haitian art scene,
presenting a more nuanced, complex
and local perspective than is often
heard or seen in mainstream media.
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It’s Just a Lil’ Wine?

Junior

Killing Columbus

Lovena

Love in Seven
Movements

Madame Pipi

Director: Ryan Lee
2021/ Trinidad and Tobago
Documentary medium/ 55 minutes

Director: A.J. Wilhelm
2020/ Haiti
Documentary short/ 11 minutes
Trinidad and Tobago premiere

Directors: Yasha
Hanoomansingh + David Parris
2021/ Trinidad and Tobago
Narrative medium/ 30 minutes
Trinidad and Tobago premiere

Director: Olivier Sagne
2020/ French Guiana
Narrative short/ 28 minutes
Caribbean premiere

Director: Juliette McCawley
2021/ Trinidad and Tobago
Narrative short/ 14 minutes
World premiere

Director: Rachelle Salnave
2021/ United States of America
Documentary short/ 25 minutes
Caribbean premiere

When dance is life, you’ll do
whatever it takes to keep moving.
You see dancers on stage, but
what goes on when the lights go
down and the crowds are gone?
Hear their stories, in their own
words. Witness an unfiltered look
into the dance world in Trinidad and
Tobago.

Gifted as a teenager, Jérôme “Junior”
Simeon was recruited by top Haitian
roots music group Racine Mapou de
Azor and spent 20 years touring the world.
When the lead singer of his band dies
unexpectedly, Junior’s high-profile career
comes to a shocking halt and he suddenly
faces an uncertain future.

Donny, a middle-aged, struggling and
defeated painter returns to Trinidad
sponsored by Anya, a former protégé,
after failing to find success abroad. He is
offered work by an anonymous client to
paint a portrait of Christopher Columbus.
Out of a need for financial independence
from Anya but against his values, he
accepts the job, but is paid more than
money as Christopher Columbus is
reborn from the painting in human form.

Lovena has become French Guiana’s
chess champion – a double-edged
sword for a Haitian teenaged illegal
immigrant.

Boy meets girl. They fall in love. But will
what has brought them together, tear
them apart? One love story told by two
couples.

Haitian female bathroom attendants
working in the nightclubs of Miami
are relatively invisible, underpaid and
underappreciated. Their stories are
a journey of triumph as they navigate
their patrons’ personalities for tips.
Despite the rising cost of living and the
uncertainty of Covid-19 shutting down
nightlife in Miami, their remittances –
coupled with larger contributions from
the wider Haitian diaspora, fuel more
than one third of the GDP of Haiti.

La Dama Blanca
(The White Lady)

L’enfant Orange
(The Orange Child)

Little Moko

Mal Nonm (Tuff Guy)

Maybe One Day

Murphy’s Law

Director: Guus de Sain
2021/ Curaçao
Narrative medium/ 30 minutes
Trinidad and Tobago premiere

Director: Alexandre Desane
2020/ France
Narrative short/ 12 minutes
Caribbean premiere

Director: Miquel Galofré
2021/ Trinidad and Tobago
Documentary short/ 15 minutes
World premiere

Director: Yannis Sainte-Rose
2021/ Martinique
Narrative short/ 23 minutes
Caribbean premiere

Director: Riyadh Rahaman
2021/ Trinidad and Tobago
Narrative Short/ 2 minutes
Caribbean premiere

Director: Vonley Smith
2019/ Barbados
Narrative short/ 11 minutes
Trinidad and Tobago premiere

La Dama’s longing for her lost love
is what keeps this once famous and
grand actress going. What is life worth
without these memories? They are the
only place where she can find him every
day. But her butler Sancho, who cares
deeply for her, is troubled by this daily
ritual and thinks it’s time for change.
Will he be able to chase this ghost of
the past out of La Dama’s mansion?

An actor seeks answers when he finds
his childhood computer and discovers a
video game he started creating when he
was 11. In the game, he portrays himself
as orange instead of Black.

Due to the global pandemic, Trinidad
and Tobago had to cancel “the greatest
show on Earth”. In 2021 we had no
Carnival, but culture can’t be canceled.
Featuring music by Freetown Collective,
“Little Moko” follows Adianka’s journey to
learn the art of stilt-walking.

Following an inappropriate remark
towards a woman, a young man finds
himself plunged into a parallel world
where he faces a series of catcalls and
micro-attacks – the kind usually reserved
for women!

For some, this past year has been the
hardest of their lives. Stuck indoors, no
contact with friends, constant sanitizing
with the fear of the virus always present.
So many things we take for granted
that we normally forget, but we must
always remember to ask ourselves the
question: What are we thankful for?

Two filmmakers, one actor, 48 hours
to make a film. What could possibly go
wrong? Follow the journey of two quickwitted filmmakers defying the odds while
trying to overcome each new challenging
situation.
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Near-Death Experience
Director: Jil Servant
2020/ Martinique
Documentary medium/ 45 minutes
Trinidad and Tobago
premiere
Twenty years of making documentary
films: the opportunity to have a party,
to celebrate a huge career – mine.
Years of sweating in the Caribbean
is the summary of my life as a director.
What was it for? Really, in hindsight,
what was the point? 20 years of
questions, 20 years of strange
answers, 20 years to come up with
a new film.

Nieuw Licht: Het Rijksmuseum
en de Slavernij (New Light: the
Rijksmuseum and Slavery)
Director: Ida Does
2021/ Netherlands
Documentary medium/ 57 minutes
Caribbean premiere
What happens when the leading
national museum focuses its gaze
on the history of slavery and the
Netherlands? This is a highly topical
documentary about the genesis of
the Rijksmuseum’s slavery exhibition.
This film shows – up close and
personal – how painful and bitter,
but at the same time healing and
liberating, compiling the exhibition
was. We see what it means when a
museum reinvents itself.

Over-Flow

Port of Spain, A Writer’s
Heaven

Projet H (Project H)

Rafameia (Riff-Raff)

Director: Elizabeth Ramjit
2019/ Trinidad and Tobago
Documentary short / 18 minutes
World premiere

Director: Dion Boucaud
2021/ Trinidad and Tobago
Documentary short / 27 minutes

Director: Maharaki
2021/ Martinique
Narrative short/ 5 minutes
Trinidad and Tobago premiere

Directors: Mariah Teixeira +
Nanda Félix
2020/ Brazil
Narrative short/ 24 minutes
Caribbean premiere

In 2018 a succession of floods hit
Trinidad and Tobago. “Over-Flow”
is a firsthand account, by filmmaker
Elizabeth Ramjit, of the devastation
caused by these overbank and
flash floods. The film explores
accountability in T&T, where a lack
of environmental regulations and
a culture of littering exacerbates
natural disasters.

Trinidadian actor and performer,
Wendell Manwarren, leads a literary
walking tour of Port of Spain. The city
comes alive in new and unexpected
ways when viewed through the lens
of both classic and new works of
Caribbean literature. This film was
made as part of the 2021 NGC Bocas
Lit Fest.

To rebuild Haiti, three soldiers put
together a plan of crazy audacity.

After feeling threatened by an appliance
company delivery man, Carmen’s daily life
becomes overrun by conflict and violence
when she notices the other beings that
inhabit her surroundings.

Party Done

The Passenger

Pavement Poets

Scolopendres et Papillons
(Centipedes and Butterflies)

Sweet Rind

Uncontrol

Director: Ian Harnarine
2021/ Trinidad and Tobago
Documentary medium/ 47 minutes
Caribbean premiere
The incidence of murders, robberies and
other violent crimes has soared in Trinidad,
leading to a massive change in the way
that ordinary citizens live their lives. When
a shocking daytime shooting happens,
television personality Ian Alleyne uses
anonymous tips from his audience to track
down the suspect. Alleyne’s TV show,
“Crime Watch”, is the most watched crime
programme in T&T and the Caribbean.
With unprecedented access to Alleyne, his
crew and studio, “Party Done” is a portrait of
a complicated man and a troubled nation.

Directors: Kirk Budhooram +
Kavita Ganness
2020/ Trinidad and Tobago
Narrative short/ 3 minutes
World premiere

Director: Elechi Todd
2021/ Trinidad and Tobago
Narrative short/ 11 minutes

Directors: Laurie Martin
Hernandez + Vianney Sotes
2019/ France-Martinique
Documentary medium/ 52 minutes
Presented in partnership with FIFAC

Director: Andre Wynter
2020/ Jamaica
Narrative short/ 26 minutes
Trinidad and Tobago premiere

Director: Manon de Reeper
2020/ United States of America
Narrative short/ 5 minutes
Caribbean premiere

Elsie holds Algie captive in the basement
of her father’s unfinished church. Elsie
administers heavy-handed punishment,
juxtaposed with a lesson in Jamaican
history, while she sews a quilt. She
struggles with the notion of forgiveness.
Ending his life seems easier. Furthermore,
justice may not be served to her
satisfaction by the penal system.

A woman deep in the throes of
psychosis has to face her inner
demons.
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What happens when a passenger
refuses to wear a mask in a taxi during
the Covid-19 pandemic?

What is home to you? In “Pavement
Poets”, some of Trinidad and Tobago’s top
performance poets share their thoughts
on what home and family mean to them.
From our virtual pavements to you!

In Martinique, three women survivors of
incest are trying to rebuild their lives. They
speak out to break the silence around
these crimes and explore their deep
wounds. “Scolopendres et papillons” is
an intimate look at the womens’ resilience.
Like butterflies, bruised by ferocious
centipede bites, each tries to spread her
wings again…
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UNT LES ORIGINES
(UNT the origins)

UXO

Wendy Nanan

an affirmation

Back in the Island

Berlin Loops:
Savignyplatz

Director: Christophe
Yanuwana Pierre
2018/ French Guiana
Documentary medium/ 56 minutes
Presented in partnership with FIFAC

Director: Margaret Mair
2020/ Puerto Rico
Documentary short/ 3 minutes
Trinidad and Tobago premiere

Director: Andil Gosine
2019/ Trinidad and Tobago
Documentary short/ 24 minutes
Caribbean premiere

Artist: Ada M. Patterson
2021/ Barbados
New media/ 2 minutes
Trinidad and Tobago premiere

Artist: Amanda Valle
2021/ Dominican Republic
New media/ 4 minutes
Trinidad and Tobago premiere

Artist: Jeffrey Moser
2021/ United States of America
New media/ 3 minutes
World premiere

Filmmaker Christophe Yanuwana
Pierre’s journey to Talwakem (“the one
who reflects” in the Wayana language)
is a search for his identity. One of the
Kali’na people, he grew up on the banks
of the Maroni river in French Guiana.
From Yalimapo beach, the place of
the first meeting between his people
and Europeans, to Tumuc Humac,
his journey highlights his people’s
connection to these lands.

For over 60 years, the island of Vieques,
part of Puerto Rico, was used as a
bombing range and testing ground by the
United States Navy. People have always
lived on the island and years of mass
protest and acts of civil disobedience led
to the navy’s departure in 2003. Vieques
was constantly in the news and part of the
conversation. Now its inhabitants are left
to cope with the aftermath of war – the
years of cleanup by routinely detonating
unexploded munitions in the open air.

“Wendy Nanan” is a rare glimpse
into the life and work of the
groundbreaking Trinidadian artist,
told in her own words. Sensitive to
the artist’s reticence, the film follows
Nanan’s creation of the sculptural
work, “Breath”, as she recounts key
moments in the development of her
life and four-decades-plus practice
in Port of Spain, Trinidad.

“an affirmation” shares an experience of
receiving gender-affirming care, by way
of HRT (hormone replacement therapy).
In a world that can be hostile to trans*
bodies, life can feel like survival below
the surface. Offering a slower, softer
and subtler way of feeling closer to the
vision of oneself, the experience of this
care is likened to the ability of breathing
underwater, where bodies shift and bend
in the refraction of light and liquid.

“Back in the Island” explores the creative
journey of artist, Amanda Valle, as she
returns to her home in the Dominican
Republic. Following an emotionally
draining period, Amanda seeks comfort
in the local culture by immersing herself in
the colours and textures that were once so
familiar. A journey of self discovery, the film
becomes the main source of inspiration for
the artist’s new series of paintings.

“Berlin Loops” explores the visual
architecture of the moving image. Using
the continuous lateral movement created
from filming from a moving train, the
film trails and loops across the screen,
revealing the passing landscape. The
musical accompaniment is constructed
from the original audio and created
through the manipulation of delay-effect
frequencies.

Wrecked

You Can’t Stop Spirit

// Current state = true;

digital love (remix)

Director: Marc Beepath
2020/ Trinidad and Tobago
Narrative short/ 9 minutes

Director: Vashni Korin
2021/ USA
Documentary short/ 15 minutes
Caribbean premiere

Artist: Laura Iancu
2021/ United States of America
New media/ 3 minutes
World premiere

Artist: Raphaël Languillat
2020/ Germany
New media/ 5 minutes
Caribbean premiere

Entre Puerto Rico y Richmond:
Women in Resistance Shall
Not Be Moved
Artist: Alicia Díaz
2020/ United States of America
New media/ 17 minutes
Caribbean premiere

Some memories are passwordprotected. Others always run without
asking. Phantom sound bytes loop
around the kitchen table, inside a house,
in space.

“digital love (remix)” is a neonwave
audiovisual poem about love, desire
and death bringing together an ambient
remix of Daft Punk’s, “Digital Love”, with
fragments of William Shakespeare’s erotic
poem, “Venus and Adonis”.

“Wrecked” explores the various
stages of grief through a young man’s
eyes. Trying to save his car after it’s
damaged in an accident, he dives
into dealing with a much deeper loss.
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“You Can’t Stop Spirit” centres on the
Baby Doll Mardi Gras masking tradition.
Mardi Gras is the only day where social
rank is abolished and everyone is equal.
Against this backdrop, Black women
experience a new freedom; one in which
they are able to participate in nontraditional
behaviors and practices without fear of
critique. The Baby Dolls fearlessly pull a
thread through time to reclaim culture,
tradition and freedom, while challenging
society’s perception of how Black women
should act and exist in the world.

“Entre Puerto Rico y Richmond” is a
dance film that combines biography,
poetry, and ritual with the energy of
live performance to bridge stories of
resistance and liberation between
Puerto Rico and Richmond, VA, USA.
The film honours Black women tobacco
workers in Richmond and Puerto Rican
tobacco factory, readers and activists,
Dominga de La Cruz Becerril (19091981) and Luisa Capetillo (18791922).
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new media

student

Errantry

Flight Path

Fouyé Zétwal
(Plowing the Stars)

Rhythms of Trinidad

Suriname Veteran

Caught in the Net

Artist: Simon Benjamin
2021/ Jamaica
New media/ 11 minutes
Trinidad and Tobago premiere

Artist: Lisa-Marie Harris
2020/ Trinidad and Tobago
New media/ 4 minutes
World premiere

Artist: Wally Fall
2021/ Guadeloupe
New media/ 14 minutes
Trinidad and Tobago premiere

Artist: Andreas Antonopoulos
2021/ Trinidad and Tobago
New media/ 10 minutes
World premiere

Director: Kaaria Quash
2021/ Trinidad and Tobago
Documentary medium/ 28 minutes
World premiere

“Errantry” is a multi-channel video
installation that centres the polyphonic
rhythms of the coastal space, the
surrounding Caribbean Sea, and the
life sustained by them. Shot on location
on the south coast of Jamaica with
Fisherman and Painter, Tommy Wong.

A video narrative made in the isolated
months of the first London Lockdown,
“Flight Path” is a work that interrogates the
notion of ‘reaching’ – of attainment and
accomplishment – in regards to both the
physical act of movement and attempting
to advance oneself, and in examination of
the concessions and negotiations involved
in making advancements towards one’s
final destination.

On her way to meet her dad, a woman
reflects on her life. Along the way, the
country looks empty to her and, slowly,
memories of past lives are coming back
to her. Is it real? Or is it only a dream?

“Rhythms of Trinidad” is made of a found
archive in collaboration with the National
Archive of Trinidad and Tobago. It is a
study of history through movement and
production of space.

Director: Keoni K. Wright
2021/ Suriname
New media/ 3 minutes
World premiere
Although Suriname’s Civil War (19861992) was a modern conflict, it has
largely evaded the grasp of filmmakers
and storytellers worldwide. And of the
Civil War stories that permeate South
America’s smallest country, few focus
on the everyday Maroon foot-soldiers
who fought, tooth-and-nail, against
Suriname’s Marxist regime. “Suriname
Veteran” captures the transformation
that occurred when Romeo donned his
red beret and became a Corporal once
again.

FreeFormed

Moscow

Reconquête de Tintin

Clash

Going Knowhere

Artist: Kim Friez
2020/ Jamaica
New media / 1 minute
Trinidad and Tobago
premiere

Artist: Leonela GardeMont
2021/ Dominican Republic
New media/ 6 minutes
Caribbean premiere

Artist: Richard Rawlins
2018/ UK
New media/ 7 minutes
Trinidad and Tobago premiere

Director: Darielle Allard
2021/ Trinidad and Tobago
Student film/ 20 minutes
World premiere

Director: Corinna Sequea
2021/ Trinidad and Tobago
Student film/ 4 minutes
World premiere

Moscow, cold as her gaze. A girl
recounts her life and how she grew up
around the ideal of being beautiful to be
perfect.

The Dadaists embodied absurdity.
Absurdity in the context of art exploration
has the close ‘pumpkin vine’ cousins
humour, ritual, repetition, play, endurance,
failure, irony, sarcasm and of course,
rebellion and resistance. How long will
I be able to brush this patch of hair with
its natural curl? How long will it take for
me to get its point straight or rather get
straight to the point that it (my little Tintin
coiff) has a mind of its own and won’t
become straight?

Directors: Kwame E. Boatswain
+ Xavier Kistow-Davis
2021/ Trinidad and Tobago
Student film/ 4 minutes
World premiere

In March 2020, the Covid-19 pandemic
made its way to Trinidad and Tobago,
causing panic and forcing us into
isolation. “Going Knowhere” is an
experimental record of this time, which
references the diary I kept and footage
collected from my home. It is a study of
the effects of isolation on the mind and
soul.

“Grief”, loosely based on real-life
experiences, explores a character’s
journey to closure.

The idea for this project came to me
when I was criticised for my hair and
my overall image – the CFO of the
company I used to work for asked:
“Aren’t you afraid opportunities will
pass you because of the way you
look?” At the time my head was
wrapped in a turban. I’ve always
wondered what the true meaning of
freedom is.
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Illegal poaching was once a major threat
to the survival of turtles.Today, incidental
bycatch by fishermen has taken over as
the largest threat to sea turtles globally.
Yet the two are more related than we
might think. “Caught in the Net” jumps
into the heart of Trinidad and Tobago,
following the people who protect the
endangered turtles – and those who
kill them.
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Ever wondered what it might feel like for
a bipolar patient who is going through
a manic episode? “Clash” combines
several creative elements in order to
explore that reality. The idea was born
out of the understanding that there is
still much stigma around mental health
conditions in the Caribbean and there
ought to be ways in which conversations
can be sparked.

Grief
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student

student

The Interview

Juana

Musgo (Moss)

Recoger el Viento
(Pick Up The Wind)

Sisters

To Shake and Disturb and
Bring Us Back to Ourselves

Director: Ayana Harper
2020/ United States of America
Student film/ 4 minutes
Caribbean premiere

Director: José Antonio Martínez
2021/ Dominican Republic
Student film/ 19 minutes
World premiere

Director: Amir Aether Valen
2019/ Cuba
Student film/ 13 minutes
Caribbean premiere

Director: Lee-San Gayle
2021/ Jamaica
Student film/ 2 minutes
World premiere

Director: Rhiana Bonterre
2021/ United Kingdom
Student film/ 8 minutes
Caribbean premiere

A budding documentary filmmaker
struggles to find the right interviewee for
her film school project.

A young domestic worker has to raise
money to improve her father’s health, while
she is forced to endure all kinds of sexual
harassment from her boss’s son.

Directors: Alexandra Guimarães
+ Gonçalo L. Almeida
2021/ Portugal
Student film/ 15 minutes
Caribbean premiere

“Pick Up The Wind” follows Anthony, a
young child from the small, rural town of
San Antonio de los Baños, Cuba. We
experience the quotidian rituals of his
daily life as he displays contradictory
traits of creativity, destruction, rigidity
and tenderness. Out of Anthony’s
multidimensional, layered personality, a
story emerges.

“Sisters” is a short film that shows the
inner workings of a frustrated and grieving
young music composer. When she tries
to finish composing a specific song from
her past, she is flooded with memories of
a day she’d rather forget – the day she
lost her sister.

A hybrid blend of documentary and
experimental film, “To Shake and Disturb
and Bring Us Back To Ourselves” is a
spiritual exploration of connection to one’s
ancestors, environment and by extension
one another. Guided by voices, Black
liberation activism becomes increasingly
intertwined with aspects of the spirit.
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A little girl is drawn to the inside of a
chestnut tree where she embarks on a
mystical voyage through the imaginarium
of Trás-os-Montes. Her curiosity guides
the viewer between rituals, geographies
and customs specific to each of Trás-osMontes’ phases of life, like the baptism in
Mizarela or the disquieting rite of passage
of the “caretos”. Out of fantasy and
ethnography emerges an affecting portrait
of a people and their land.

Once More With
Feeling

O Último Gás
(The Last Stand)

Plant Speech

Director: Rachel Chin
2021/ USA
Student film/ 6 minutes
World premiere

Director: Duda Gambogi
2020/ Brazil
Student film/ 6 minutes
Caribbean premiere

An actress and her director make a
scene.

In Brazil during the pandemic, a
filmmaker tries to get support from an
emergency artist relief fund.

Directors: Lee Anna Maharaj +
Jovan Lalla
2021/ Trinidad and Tobago
Student film/ 3 minutes
World premiere
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They’re part of our everyday lives and
even though we can talk to them,
they can’t directly converse with us.
However, if we could understand them,
what stories would they have to tell? We
went to the fields to find out what they
had to say.
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FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY, GET A $150 GROCERY VOUCHER WITH THE PURCHASE OF YOUR 50 PLUS POLICY

horace ové retrospective

Hassle-Free Sign-Up

Limited underwriting required to
sign-up for this plan

and Easy Renewals

Rates are maintained upon renewal,
making it easier and more convenient for you!*

FREE Windscreen Cover &
Waiver of Excess included
Murciélago
Baldwin’s
Nigger

Palindrome
Black
Safari

Ghost
Traytown
of Hing King
Estate

Director:
(Bat)
Horace Ové
1969/
UK Claudia Claremi
Director:
Documentary/
2018/Cuba 48 minutes
Experimental Short/12 minutes
In his first film, Horace Ové directs a
striking, verité snapshot of writer, James
A
sensory essay
through bodybest:
and
Baldwin,
at histold
sharp-witted
sound.
A composition
madeactivist,
from the
conversing
with civil rights
Dick
trance andas
thethey
vibration
of macroscopic
Gregory,
address
a group of
figures seen
at a millimetric
distance
radical
Caribbean
students
in 1960s
from the skin
of eight
people in the
Cuba.
London.
The
two discuss
Civil
Inside aMovement
black hole,and
rapid
movements
Rights
black
experience
and
identity
in both Britaincorporal
and the USA.
fill the
void. Macroscopic
landscapes follow one after the other
to percussion in crescendo.

Directors:
DavidLuke
Parris,
Director: Colin
1972/ UK Boyce and Kwame E.
Lee-Anna
Mockumentary/ 60 minutes
Boatswain
2020/Trinidad and Tobago
A spoof documentary, made as part of
Experimental/
3 minutes
the BBC2 “World
About” series, ‘Black
Safari’ tells the story of an expedition to
An
experiment
based
on time (UK), “the
deepest, darkest Lancashire
manipulation
and what
film.
black man’s grave”,
by itadoes
groupinof
black
The
filmmaker
takes
first half and in
African
explorers
andthe
anthropologists
flips
it to thetoend
so that
an attempt
locate
thewatched
centre of Britain
“whose whereabouts
aresame
still film
to be
backwards
or forwards the
determined”.
Ové
narrates
the film and
would be played.
appears onscreen as a member of the
expedition.

(Your
Kid)Horace Ové
Director:
2009/ Trinidad
and Tobago
Director:
Nelson
Foix
Narrative feature/ 120 minutes
2020/Guadeloupe
Narrative Short/25 minutes
After six people mysteriously die over
a five-month period on the Hing King
While being
discovers
Estate
in Laschased,
Cuevas,Chris
Trinidad,
all fingers
a babyto
onthe
his stair
landingowner’s
who seems
point
plantation
wife,
to be intended
for him.This
Doubtful
of his
Carmelle
Dauphin.
supernatural
paternity,
he sets
to find
the mother
thriller
is based
onout
actual
events.
of the child.

Playing
Silent Truths
Away

Pressure
The Whole World is
Turning

Director: Horace Ové
1973/ Trinidad and Tobago + UK
Documentary feature: 60 minutes

Director: Horace Ové
1987/ UK
Narrative feature/ 100 minutes

Director: Horace Ové
1976/ UK
Narrative feature/ 120 minutes

“King Carnival”, stands after all this time, as a
love letter to T&T. Made for the BBC in 1973,
the film is still acclaimed as one of the best
ever made about the history of Trinidad and
Tobago Carnival. The UK’s Times newspaper
had this to say at the time: “…beneath the
fantastic spectacle there lies a history of cultural
struggle. The influences of Europe, of India,
and above all Africa are reflected in customs
and ceremonies still alive in Trinidad today. The
insistent, joyful music, stunning costumes and
immense crowds make it a perfect TV spectacle.

The Caribbean Brixton Conquistadores
are a cricket team from London made
up of West Indian immigrants. When
the Conquistadores are invited to play a
charity game against a rural Suffolk village
side to cap off celebrations of “Third
World Week”, members of both teams
have their reservations. What is meant
to be a genial weekend in the country
produces unexpected results, both on
and off the field of play.

With a screenplay written by Trinidadian
writer, Samuel Selvon, “Pressure” follows
three generations of a Trinidadian family
living in West London’s Ladbroke Grove.
Herbert Norville stars as the family’s
youngest son, British born Tony, who
grows more and more disillusioned as he
faces unemployment. Alienated from his
white friends, he follows his older brother
into the Black Power Movement.

ttfilmfestival.com

Monthly Payment
Options Available

We’ve got you! Improve your cash flow
AND protect your assets with
a monthly payment plan
CALL US AT 623-2266 AND GET A 50 PLUS
CAR INSURANCE QUOTE TODAY!
beacon.co.tt

Shade
King
Carnival
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Repair or replace your windscreen up to the
value of $10,000 TT to ensure optimal
maintenance of your asset and pay no excess
if you’re in an accident, even if you’re at fault!

*Special conditions apply.

JOIN OUR
ORGANISATION
TODAY
+++
www.filmco.org

FILMCO is a non-profit organisation formed out of
the shared belief that creative, audio visual work
has value in terms of its ability to be a conduit to
creative and artistic expression; to represent
our contemporary reality, our history, and our
uniquely diverse cultural milieu.
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online screenings + industry events
WEDNESDAY 22.09

THURSDAY 23.09

FRIDAY 24.09

IntranQu’îllités (20)
Liborio (99)

Dorlis (25)
Mal Nonm (Tuff Guy) (23)
Scolopendres et Papillons
(Scolopendres and Butterflies) (56)

Ikarus (17)
Hang Jack (12)
Bantú Mama (77)

Al-Sit (Women’s rights) (20)
Becky (13)
Rafameia (Riff-Raff) (24)
Elena (29)

This Ain’t Normal (101)

Madame Pipi (25)
Hoy (68)

SATURDAY 25.09
Buscando Ana Veldford
(Searching For Ana Veldford) (5)
El último out (The Last Out) (87)

SUNDAY 26.09

MONDAY 27.09

TUESDAY 28.09

Junior (11)
Elder’s Corner (96)

The Forgotten Boys (43)
Akilla’s Escape (90)

Lovena (28)
1979, Hmong from Javouhey (52)

Beguiling Visions (6)
Born to Be Great (37)
La Dama Blanca (The White Lady) (30) Murphy’s Law (11)
Love in Seven Movements (14)
Party Done (47)
Wrecked (9)
Galavant (2)
Cheesecake (10)
Maybe One Day (2)
The Passenger (3)

You Can’t Stop Spirit (15)
Firelei Báez:An Open Horizon (or)
the Stillness of a Wound (8)
Wendy Nanan (24)
Port of Spain, A Writer’s Heaven (27)

Pavement Poets (11)
The Mali−Cuba Connection:
Africa Mia (81)

Subjects of Desire (102)
407 Jou (407 days) (7)

L’enfant Orange
(The Orange Child) (12)
Custódia (Custody)(25)
Dentro da Minha Pele
(In My Skin) (86)

Le Lien Qui Nous Unit
(The Tie That binds Us) (109)

Disruptor Conductor (42)
Steelpan Now! Notes on
Where Pan Gone (60)

Little Moko (14)
Vals de Santo Domingo
(Santo Domingo Waltz (76)

STUDENT film package

UXO (3)
Dibujos contra las balas
(Drawings Against Bullets) (90)

Ahlan wa Sahlan (94)

Killing Columbus (30)
African Redemption: The Life and
Legacy of Marcus Garvey (86)

It’s just a lil’ wine (55)
Lavway (61)

Blue Hour (15)
Right Near the Beach (80)

¡La Macha! (55)
Soul of a Cyclist (73)

Projet H (Project H) (5)
Between Fire and Water (92)

Uncontrol (5)
Near Death-Experience (45)
Untɨ les origines
(Untɨ the origins) (56 )

Over-Flow (18)
Climate Exodus (63)

A Pasi Fu Romeo (Romeo’s Road) (22) Deux Options (Two Options) (9)
The 1938 Unrest (6)
Negra (71)
Entre perro y lobo
(Between Dog and Wolf) (75)

Alma (15)
Perfume de Gardenias
(Perfume of Gardenias)(104)

Atardi | The life of Curaçao’s
musical genius Rudy Plaate (120)

Option Zero (128)

Sapelo (91)

Horace Ové Retrospective
Black Safari (60)

Horace Ové Retrospective
Baldwin’s Nigger (46)

Horace Ové Retrospective
Ghost of Hing King Estate (120)

Horace Ové Retrospective
Playing Away (100 mins)

Horace Ové Retrospective
Pressure (120 mins)

Horace Ové Retrospective
King Carnival (60 mins)

La Revolución y los Artistas (110)

Variety (45)
New light: the Rijksmuseum and
slavery (57)

Écoutez le battement de nos images
(Listen to the Beat of Our Images) (15)
Dominica: Three Years
After Hurricane Maria (7)
Monchoachi, la parole sovaj
(Monchoachi, An Untamed Wor(l)d)(68)

Sweet Rind (26)
Batchack Man: The Power Of The
Herbalist (54)

VIRTUAL AWARDS

AWARD-WINNING FILMS

12pm- 2:30 PM
1pm- 2:30pm directing the caribbean
narrative feature
3pm- 4:30pm new media panel
5pm-6:30pm the Caribbean gaze:
authenticity versus universality

10am- 11:30am understanding risk in
filmmaking
1pm- 2:30pm directing the caribbean
narrative feature
1pm- 2:30pm misogyny and the male gaze

10am-12pm using screenwriting
competitions to ‘break in’
1pm-2:30pm directing the caribbean
narrative feature
1pm-3pm ask the veteran: composer,
Miriam Cutler
3pm- 4pm ttff talk with Zak Ové
5pm- 7pm production design fundamentals

10am-11am understanding copyright
1pm- 3pm developing the entrepreneurial
filmmaker
3pm- 4:30pm ask the veteran: producer/
publicist, Kathleen McInnis
3pm- 4pm music clearances in film

10am-11:30am distributing your work with
FILMCO
1pm- 3pm developing the entrepreneurial
filmmaker
1pm- 2pm FILMCO info session: TT
production rebate
3pm- 4:30pm designing your film festival
strategy
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10am-11am RBL digital banking solutions
for the creative sector
1pm-3:30pm documentary editing
1pm-3pm music + meaning: telling your
story through music
3pm-4pm ttff talk with Michèle Stephenson
5pm-6:30pm documentary filmmakers panel

10am-11:30am cultural appropriation and
the Caribbean space
1pm-2:30pm the role of the sound recordist
1pm-3pm music + meaning: telling your
story through music
3pm-4:30pm narrative filmmakers panel
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